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This volume documents the VA LT adaptive software developed for NASA
Langley Research Center under Contract NASl-14921. Two self-adaptive
algorithms were evaluated on NASA's VA LT (VTOL Approach and Land ing
Technology) simulation. One is based on an implicit model reference
design, 1 the other on an explicit parameter estimation technique. 2 The
latter was recommended for flight test in the VA LT research helicopter.
The remainder of this volume presents the organization of the software,
user options, and a nominal set of input data. This volume also contains a
flow chart and program listing of each algorithm. For a discussion of the
design theory of these algorithms, the reader is referred to Volume I.
lReferred to as the Model Refe rence (MR) algorithm.
2Referred to as the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) algorithm.
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SECTION 2
OVERVIEW OF VALT ADAPTIVE SOFTWARE
The VA LT adaptive software consists of separate longitudinal and
lateral-directional controllers plus an adaptive gain adjustment algorithm
for the longitudinal controller. The two controllers were designed to accept
independent commands from a guidance algorithm. The guidance commands
are the the three attitudes plus vertical velocity. The primary objective of
the control law is to provide good command- following with minimal cross-
axis response. The control laws provides differential collective and collec-
tive servocommands for the longitudinal axis. Cyclic and differential cyclic
command s are provided for lateral-directional control.
The Honeywell-supplied software consists of separate subroutines writ-
ten in standard FORTRAN for the CDC computer facility at NASA LRC. All
data required by the real-time subroutines are stored in labeled arrays.
The subroutines are listed in Table 1 and the arrays (common blocks) in
Table 2.
The interface between the adaptive control software and NASA's VA LT
simulation on the CDC CYBER computer is contained in subroutine CONTRL3.
A flow chart of this subroutine is shown in Figure 1. The data interface
between the NASA simulation and the Honeywell-supplied subroutines is the
VARDAT array.
Two different adaptive algorithms were evaluated for the gain adjust-
ment function. The dashed line in Figure 1 shows the call statement to the
MR algorithm. The algorithm that was selected adjusts the gain based on
explicit parameter estimates from a parallel-channel Maximum- Likelihood
Estimator (PCMLE). Consequently, the dashed line path does not exist in
the current CONTRL3 subroutine.
2
TABLE 1. - LIST OF SUBROUTINES
Subroutine Function
CONTRL3 Real-time interface between VA LT adaptive
software and simulation on CDC CYBER
computer.
HCONl Pitch-axis control law.
HCON2 Lateral-directional control law.
GAIN! Gain schedule for pitch axis.










FHIC Initialization and filter design software fo'r





INTEGRAL Real-time MR algorithm.
RMIC Initialization for MR algorithm.
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4TABLE 2. -COMMON BLOCKS USED BY VALT
ADA PTlVE SOFTWA RE
Common Block Function
cr Stores four integrator values for control laws.
VARDAT Contains UX and LX arrays. Used for all data




IPIC Data storage used by MLE algorithm.
MEAS
SUBR Data storage used by M LE initialization.
SUBRH Stores frequency and damping constants for
highpass filters.
UTEST Stores test signal parameters.
DEVICE Stores logical assignment of card reade rand
line printer.
MRINT
, } ·Data storage for MR algorithm.MRDAT
Define pitch-axis
measurements
Vz, q, 9, liB' li c'
Define lateral measurements
r, p, '1>, 1'.




















- - - - - - - - - - .J
Compute differential collective
and collecti ve commands.
Call HCONI.
Compute cyclic and differential
cyclic commands.
Call HCON2.
Figure 1. -Flow chart of subroutine CONTRL3.
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I SECTION 3
THE VALT ADAPTIVE CONTROL LAWS
Description
Separate longitudinal and lateral-directional controllers are implemented
in subroutines HCONl and HCON2. Each of the controllers forms servocom-
mands from a combination of guidance commands and measured responses.
Program list ing s are continued in Append ix A.
The longitudinal controller determines the differential collective com.;.
mand (DCl) and the collective command (UC2) from the e and V measure-
z
ments. Proportional plus integral shaping is applied to each command. The
two command integrators are denoted XCl and XC2 in the CI array.
The functional block diagram of the longitudinal controller is shown in
Figure 2, which also shows the various gains stored in the UX array. The
computation of these gain elements is discussed later. The variables used
in HCONl are defined in Table 3.
The lateral-directional controller determines the cyclic (DC3) and dif-
ferentialcyclic commands (UC4). The controller assumes guidance com-
mands in the form of ¢ and t/I attitude commands. The controller uses pro-
portional plus integral control for each command and uses measurements of
p, r, ¢, and t/I as feedback. The two command integrators are XC3 and XC4
in the CI array.
The functional block diagram of the lateral controller is shown in Figure
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Figure 2. -Functional block diagram for pitch-axis control.
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Total Vz command, ft/s
Total e command, rad
V
z
• measured vertical velocity, ft/s
q. measured pitch rate. rad/s
e. measured pitch attitude, rad
~t. sample rate, sec
} 10 gain values used by pHch-axl, controller
Integral for differential collective command.
Integra~ for collective command.
'..
Kpl
IXC31J XC4 r'\ ~ K1l ...... ..... ~ . ...- ~Il
¢








UC3 = Cyclic command (in.)
UC4 = Differential cyclic command <in.>
Gain matrices Kpl' Kill KXl are constant.
Figure 3. -Functional block diagram for lateral-directional
control.
"












DT, sample time, s
p, measured roll rate, rad/s
r, measured yaw rate, rad/s
¢, measured roll attitude, rad
tJI, measured yaw attitude, rad
Initia liza tion
The four integrators in the CI array must be initialized using trim values
to prevent transients when the controllers are engaged. The appropriate
initial values for XC1, XC2, XC3, and XC4 are determined with the follow-
ing relations from Figures 2 and 3:
where the subscript "t" denotes a trim value existing prior to engagi~ the
control law and the rates are assumed zero.
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The variable UX(19) must be initialized with the appropriate sample
time. The remaining program initialization is specific to either the MR or
the MLE adaptive algorithm and wi 11 be discussed in later sections.
Real-Time Operations
The VA LT adaptive system is structured to require a ca 11 to subroutine
CONTRL3 at each sample time. This subroutine controls all the signals
sent to the various subroutines and contains all the logic for exercising the
various user options discussed below. A program listing is given in Appendix
A. The listing for the gain computation is given in Append ix B.
User Inputs and Options
The interface between the Honeywell adaptive software resides in sub-
routine CONTRL3. Data are exchanged via the UX array. Various options
for using the software have been provided by a set of logica 1 variables (LX)
and five panel sWitches, FSS(9) through FSS(13), located on the CDC console.
The various options are defined be low:
• Pane1 Switches:
9 - Engages the pitch-axis contro Her and continually up-
dates PCMLE highpass filters.
10 - Positive command.
11 - Negativecorilmand.
12 - Engages the PCMLE estimator [requires FSS(9) to
be onJ.




- F uses likelihood select logic to determine channel
used.
2 - T sets NOEST logic which skips parameter updates
in PCMLE.
- F nominal operation.
3 - T replaces measured vwith vestimate from PCMLE
for gain schedu Ie.
4 - T uses table lookup in GAIN subroutine.
- F uses schedule in GAIN2 subroutine.
5 - T =PRINT prints out selected PCMLE variables.
This can only be used in a batch mode.
6 - T selects commands from automatic guidance.
7 - Not used.
8 - Controls printout in NRTIC subroutine.
9 - T engages the estimation computation set by switch 12.
10 - T causes pitch controller to use a fixed set of gains
from subroutine GAIN2.
11 - T applies .step command via FSS(lO) and FSS(11) to
Vz input.
12 - T applies step command via FSS(lO) and FSS(ll) to
e input.
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13 - T applies step command via FSS(lO) and FSS(11) to
¢ input.
14 - 1', applies step command via FSS(10) and FSS(ll) to
1/1 input.
As previously discussed, the logic to select the MR algorithm was
deleted folloWing selection of the MLE algorithm for flight evaluation. For
completeness, the MR algorithm is documented in a later section of this
report.
Outputs From VA LT Adaptive Software
The primary outputs from the software are the four servocommands
(DCI, UC2, DC3, DC4) previously discussed. For purposes of checkout,
eight variables are output on a strip chart for real-time plots. Other selected
variab les are availab Ie in the UX array for monitoring from the CDC console.
The variables plotted are variab les from the M LE algorithm and are




THE PARA LLEL CHANNEL MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD
ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
Description
This algorithm uses measurements of vertical velocity, pitch rate, and
pitch attitude together with the collective and differential collective positions
to estimate the dominant parameters of the VA LT helicopter. The estimation
is based on a maximum-likelihood method using parallel processing of the
data by Kalman filters. Each filter is a four- state representation of the
longitudinal dynamics.
The explicit parameter estimates ~re used to algebraically adjust the
feedback and feedforward gains of the pitch-axis control law.
The estimation software is organized as shown in Figure 4. It consists
of a non-real-time segment (definition and initialization of Kalman filter
channels) and the real-time parameter identification. The initialization
program permits different designs by providing the follOWing flexibility:
• Variable number and location of Kalman filter channels
• Variable sample rates
• Variable number of identified parameters (up to four)
• Significance tests to monitor data valid ity
The computations have been divided among a number of subroutines.
The subroutines-are listed in Table 5 together with their use in either
initialization or real time. For fast execution, most of the data exchanged
between subroutines is done via labeled common blocks. Seven blocks are











Write out channel data.
Real-time
Highpass measurements
Kalman filter for each channel.







2. Significance test and channel change logic
3. Channel data transfer
4. Parameter increment calculati on (Newton-Raphson step)
5. Parameter correction


















TABLE 5. -PCMLE SUBROUTINES
Function
Main executive routine for non- real-time ope ra-
tion. Reads data to define number and location
of channels, number of parameters estimated,
sample rate, etc. Performs all initialization with
ca lIs to othe r subroutines.
Defines the system matrice s and sensitivities
for a discrete four-state model for each channel.
Computes disctete model from a continuous-
time modeL
Computes filter coefficients and initializes high-
pass filter applied to measurements.
Solves for the Kalman filter gains for a discrete
system. It uses an iterative procedure.
Reads card input for starting value of filter gains.
Prints out matrix.
Main executive routine for parallel-channel MLE
real-time computations.
Highpass filter applied to measurement s.
Produces test signa 1 and two random numbers for
simulated sensor noise.
Performs a fourth-order Kalman filter computa-
tion for each pitch channel. .
Performs a sensitivity filte r for a given param-
eter.
Accumulates likelihood gradients and approximate
second partials for a Newton-Raphson parameter
update.
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TABLE 6. -LABELED COMMON BLOCKS FOR DATA TRANSFER
Common Functionblock
Contains UX and LX arrays. Used to input user data and
VARDAT output selected real-:-time parameters. Defined in Tab les
8 and 9.
Main arrays for storing channel model parameters. De-
DAT fined in MODEL and used in NRTIC, PCMLE, SENS, ACUM,
and FILT subroutines. The X, F, and D arrays of this
common block are defined in Tables 3, 4, and 5.
IPIC Contains all the parameter initialization defined by NRTIC
and transferred to the real-time routine PCM LE.
Stored current value of high-passed measurements. Initia 1-
MEAS ized in NRTIC, defined in PCMLE and used in FILT, and
SENS subroutines.
Transmits model data to DIAK and CA L for solving a
SUBR Ricatti equation to determine Kalman filter gains. Used in
NRTIC, PCMLE, MODEL, DTAK, and CA L subroutines.
SUBRH Stores highpass filter constants. Used in NRTIC, PCMLE,MODEL, FHIC, and FH subroutines.
Stores the sensitivity of each channel model variable with
SENSP respect to each of the four parameters estimated. SeeTab Ie 10 for details. Used by NRTIC, PCMLE, MODEL,
SENS, and ACUM subroutines.
Definitions of the arrays used in the MLE software are given in Tables
7, 8, 9, and 10.
Initialization
The initialization of PCMLE is performed out of real time with a call
to subroutine NRTIC. This subroutine reads a data file containing all the
common blocks used by the PCMLE software. This data file is generated




TABLE 7. -DEFINITION OF X-ARM YIN DAT COMMON BLOCK
X (IC, 1)
IC = 1, 5 for channel index
I = I, 19 for variable
Index (I) Variable
1 Vx k











10 \) Current filter residualq
11 \)0
12 t - 1\) R \)
13 }R - 1\) + Indet R
14 t - 1sum \) R
15 t - 1\) + lridet Rsum \) R
16 ---
17 ---




TABLE 8. -DBFINITION OF F-ARRAY IN DAT COMMON BLOCK
F (IC, 1)
IC = 1, 5 filter (channel) index
I = 1, 22 for parameter index
Index (1) Variable
1 KF(1,1)











13 Ln Det R
14 R-1(1, 1)
15 R-1 (1, 2)
16 R-1(1,3)
17 R- 1(2,1)





TABLE 9. -DEFINITION OF D-ARRA Y IN DAT COMMON BLOCK
D (IC, I)
IC = 1, 5 for channel index
I =1, 22 for parameter
. For the model:





4 A (1, 4)
5 A (2, 1)
6 A (2,2)
7 A (2,3)
8 A (2, 4)
> Non-zero elements of discrete
9 A (3, 1) A matrix
10 A (3, 2)
11 A (3,3)
12 A (3,4)






19 B(2, 1) > Non- zero elements of discrete











IP = 1, 4 parameter index
I =1, 19 variable index for sensitivity filte r
quantities
Same list for I as Table 3.
(IC, IP, I)
IC =1, 5 for channel index
IP =1, 4 for parameter index
I = 1, 22 for sensitivity quantities
_ ~D (IC, I)
In general DS (IC, IP, I) - ~ parameter IP
where I is as given in Table 5.
Real-Time Operation
The real-time computations are executed with a callt 0 subroutine PCMLE.
PCMLE is called once per sample time. The sampled values of pitch rate,
pitch attitude, down velocity, and coll~ctive and differential collective posi-
tion are pighpassed, and residuals and likelihood functions are computed for
each Kalman filter (fixed in parameter space), Gradients and second partials
are accumulated for a Newton-Raphson parameter update, The remaining
real-time operations are spread over five subcycles as shown in Figure 4.
During real-time operation, selected variables can be monitored using the
UX array,
The real-time data that are input to the algorithm at each sample time
are defined in Table 11. The data are transferred from the VA LT simulation
via the UX array.
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TABLE 11. -REAL-TIME INPUT VARIABLE ASSIGNMENT
User Description Mneumonic Units
variables expression
UX(II) Down velocity ZDarE ft / s
12 Pitch rate QI rad/s
13 Pitch attitude THEI rad
14 Differential collective DC(I) in.
15 Collective DC (2) in.
16 Forward velocitya xnarE ft /s
a Not used by controller. Used for evaluation only.
Selected output variables are available for monitoring performance.
They are contained in the UX array and are defined in Table 12.
A flow chart of the real-time computations is contained in Appendix C.
A complete program listing app~ars in Appendix D.
User Inputs and Options
Five logical variables (LX) are used in the software as switches to
control various PCM LE user options. These variables are defined in Table
13. The nominal settings are LX(9) = True, all others false.
The other modes are used for checkout and debugging purposes. LX(l)
= T eliminates the channel switching logic so the fit of any of the Kalman
filters can be checke,d against the input data. LX(2) =T skips ,the param-
eter estimation steps. LX(5) and LX(8) control line printer output. LX(9)
is the logical used to engage the PCM LE algorithm for normal operation.
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TABLE 12. -PCMLE OUTPUT VARIABLES
User Descript ion Mneumonic Units
variable expression
UX(20) ; ~'Channe1 ind ica tor 0.25JS-.5
21 V z estimate (highpassed) X(JS, 2) /20 20 ft/s
22 q estimate (highpassed) X(JS, 3)':<5. 73 10 0 /s
23 Scaled-likelihood function, filter 1 TJ(l) /400
24 Scaled -likelihood function, filter 2 TJ(2) /400
25 Scaled-likelihood function, filter 3 TJ(3) /400
26 vestimate ZP1
-
27 vaccuracy SQRT(C1/DET) -
28 b31 estimate ZP2
29 b32 estimate ZP3
30 a33 estimate ZP4
31 Vx estimate X(JS, 1) ft / s
32 f} estimate X(JS,4) rad
33 Residual ratio SlGSQ -
TABLE 13. -USER LOOICALASSIGNMENTSa
User Function Mneumoniclogicals expression
LX(l) Disables automatic channel NOCHC
changes.
2 Disables Newton-Raphson NOEST
parameter step.
5 Enables printout from PCMLE PRINT
(use in batch mode only).
8 Disables initialization print-
out in subroutine model.
9 Enables PCMLE algorithm. MLE
aDefault values: LX(I) = . F.
22
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Generation of PCMLE Data File
The parameters used by the real-time PCM LE software are computed
off-line and stored in a data file. This program reads the input data deck
and defines the specified number of channels at the specified parameter
values. Each channel is a four-state Kalman filter for the longitudinal dyna-
mics. The states are forward and down vel~city, pitch rate, and the pitch
attitude. The measurements are down velocity, pitch rate, and pitch atti-
tude. The initialization program discretizes the Kalman filter model for the
specified sample rate and solves a Ricatti equation for the steady- state
filter gains. Parameter sensitivities are computed for each channel using a
numerical differencing method by individually perturbing each of four
parameters to be estimated.
A flow chart of this program is contained in Appendix E. A complete
program listing is contained in Append ix F.
J
The various input parameters are defined in Table 14. A nominal set
of input data and the resulting initialization file is contained in Append ix G.
If a stable Kalman filter is not found for the given set of input data, a






























TABLE 14. -PCMLE INPUT PARAMETERS
,
Description
Number of states in Kahnan filters
Number of measurements in ~alman filters
Number of noise sources in Kahnan filters
Number of terms used in series to compute discrete model
Maximum number of measurements
Convergence criteria in DIAK for Ricatti solution
Maximum number of iterations in DIAK for Ricatti solution
Nominal sample time (automatically increased if samples
skipped)
Print interval when LX(5) is true (available in batch mode
only)
Number of channels
Number of parameters estimated
Starting channel location
Natural frequency of shaping filter on random test signal:
- Damping of shaping filter on random test signal
- Gain of shaping filter on random test signal
- Initial state of shaping filter on random test signal
- Initial state of shaping filter on random test signal
(Above state initialization is useful for generating deter-
ministic square waves or sine waves with TSIG subroutine.)
Limits size of filtered test signal
Time constant of likelihood accumulation filter
Time constant of lowpass filter on L, VL, v2 L inputs
Frequency of second-order highpass on measurements
Damping of second-order highpass on measurements
RMS noise statistic assumed, for down-velocity measurement
RMS noise statistic assumed for pitch-rate measurement
RMS noise statistic assumed for pitch-attitude measurement
RMS statistic assumed for forward wind gusts
TABLE 14. -Concluded
Input Description
SIGZG RMS statistic assumed for vertical wind gusts
RTJCO
} Threshold parameters controlling channe1 switchTHRTJCO
RTJZO
} Threshold parameters cmtrolling ZlMIN selecllonTHRTJZO
RTJSO Ratio test parameter for significance of likelihood function
ZP1 MAX Maximum value of parameter 1 estimate
ZP2 MAX Maximum value of parameter 2 estimate
ZP3 MAX Maximum value of parameter 3 estimate
ZP4 MAX Maximum value of parameter 4 estimate
ZP1 MIN Minimum value of parameter 1 estimate
ZP2 MIN Minimum value of parameter 2 estimate
ZP3 MIN Minimum value of parameter 3 estimate
ZP4 MIN Minimum value of parameter 4 estimate
GSQLO Elements of \72 Lo matrix
ZP Matrix defining location of channels (four parameters J!>er
channel times five channels maximum = 20 parameters
TABLE 15. -PCMLE STOP CODES
STOP code Condition
41 Ricatti equation not converging in subroutine
Init ia lization CAL during initialization (unstable model).
31 Inverse does not exist in subroutine DIAK for
computing filter gains. Check Data Deck.
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SECTION 5
THE MODEL IlliFERENCE ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM
Description .
The model reference algorithm adjusts the pitch-axis gains to reduce the
error vector between the model response for V , ~ and O. The resulting
z
gain values a.re stored in the UX array for use with subroutine HCONI. All
the data required by this algorithm are stored in the MRDAT common block.
Initialization
This algorithm is initialized with a call to subroutine RMIC. This call
defines the A and B matrices for a three-state continuous-time model and
the paramete rs required by the integration subroutine INTGM L which are
stored in common block MRINT. The INTGM L subroutine contains three
integration routines. The first-order Euler method is used to integrate the
thirteenth-order system composed of three model states plus 10 gains. The
parameters used in the MRDAT array are defined in Table 16.
The X-array stores the current state. The components are:
X(l) =V model
z
X(2) = q model










THR1 Threshold on V error in gain adjustment
z
THR2 Threshold on q error in gain adjustment
THR3 Threshold on f) error in gain adjustment
GIl
G12
Elements of B- 1 in gain adjustmentG2l
G22
Tl Scaling parameter for the P-matrix
T2 - TIl Set to 1 or 0 depend ing on which of the
gains are to be adjusted
EVZ V error (ft/s)
z
EQ q error (rad Is)
ETH f) error (rad)
FAC
} Error quantities used for monitoring onlyFACl
Pll
P22 Elements of negative definite matrix sat is-
P23 fying Liapunov equation
P33
27






U(1) = V command
Z
U(2) =8 command
When the controller is added to this model, the closed-loop model has un-







8 = 7(s + O. 8)
ec (s + O. 8) (s2 + 4s + 7)
The gains consist of a feedback matrix, K , plus a command input, K .x u
Thus, the commands are determined as:
[DC 1J = [Kx] [V.ZJ + [KuJ [Vc+ J(VZc - Vz)]·UC2 q . 8
c
+ J(ec - 8)
e .
28
These matrices are initialized as:
K [~.3 ~7.6 -~7J=x 0
K
u = l~.23 1:.5]
Real~Time Operation
The gain adjustment is done with a call to subroutine RFMOD. This
routine defines the command inputs, measurements, error vector, and
time derivatives for the gains. The actual integration of the model and the
gain element is done with subroutine INTGRAL. The integration is performed
for the sample-time defined for the controller.
The derivatives of the gain matrices are defined by the following rela-
tions:
d - -1 TdtKx = -B Pe x
d - -1 Td'tKu = -B Pe u
where
e = error vector of V , q, e errors
z
x = measured V , q, estates
z .
A flow chart of RFMOD is shown in Figure 5. A program listing of





















, KII and K2 •
+
Output new gain values
to CONTRLI subroutine •
..
( Return. ) Xm = mode I states
30
Figure 5. - Flow chart for subroutine REMOD.
APPENDIX A
PROGRAM LISTING OF CONTROLLERS
This appendix consists of the program listings of subroutines CONTRL3
(Fig. 6), HCONl (Fig. 7), and HON2 (Fig. 8).






















THIS SUBROUTINE caMPUTES CO~TROLLER ~OMMANOS. ALL VARIABLES
ENDI~G WITH I AR~ INERTIAL MEASUREMENTS. TH~SE ENDING WITH
G ARE FROM THE GUIDANCE COUPLER.THEN AND PHIN ARE FRO~ STABOER.
UNITS OF DCC AkE IN INCHES. CT IS THE ITERATION PERIOD FUR THE
CONTPOL ~OOULE. ALL PAST VALUES ARE INITIALIZED IN ICONT~.
COMMON/EST/LATE,LONt,ZE,XOOTE,YOOTE,ZOOTE,SSVElwE,SST4WE,XOTADE,
A YDTAOE,lDTADE,XE,VE
COh~ON/AR/DAHI 41,uLHI 41,OAIHI 41,DlIHI 41,OAZHI 41,DlZHI 41,
1 ORLHI 41,ORLIHI 41,OCMINI41,OCMAXI41,ORlHAXI41,wAHI4I,
Z ZAHI4I,WR4141,lRHI 41,CON116, 41,CON216, 41,OTRL,FAR,



































































































































































































c•••••• HONEYWELL ADAPTIVE CONTROL LAWS

































c••••• LOGIC TO APPLY STEP CO~~ANOS AS PERTURSATIONS











C'~'" LOGIC TO APPLY GUIDANCE
C
lfl.NOT.LXI611 GO TO 400
C

















































































































































































































SYHBOLIC REFERtNCE HAP CR-ll
ENTRY POlltTS
1 CoNTIlL 3
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATIUN
13 AAT REAL FREQ 3 AOT REAL FREQ
14 ALPHAO REAL VEL 20 ALPHAH REAL HELCOP
1 ALT REAL FREQ 26 ANAT REAL FRtQ
30 AreT REAL FREQ 15 BAD REAL VEL
21 BElAH REAL HELCDP 51 BLAl REAL ARRAY INERT
43 BRI PE AL ARRAY INtRT 35 BRIl REAL ARRAY INERT
74 Cohl HAL ARRAY AR 124 CON2 REAL ARRAY AR
10 eT REAL FREQ 243 Cl REAL
244 C2 REAL 0 OAH REAL ARRAY AR
10 OAlH REAL ARRAY AR 20 OAZH REAL ARUY AR
Z06 uC REAL ARRAY AR 0 OCC REAL ARRAY CONTROL
44 OCI'lAX PCAL ARRAY AR 40 OCMIN REAL ARRAY AR
ZlZ OCN REAL ARRAY AR 4 DC lC 2 REAL CONTRilL
156 OHH REAL ARRAY AR 162 OHIH REAL ARRAY AR
166 OH2H REAL ARRAY AR 4 OLH REAL ARRAY AR
14 OLlH REAL ARRAY AR 24 OL2H REAL ARRAY AR
6 OPL RI:AL ARRAY CONTROL 30 ORLH REAL ARRAY AR
50 DRLHAX REAL ARRAY AR 34 ORLlH REAL ARRAY AR
34 DT REAL FREQ 154 DTRL REAL AR
3 OUOOTH REAL HELCOP 0 OU"OUT REAL ARRAY SPRNT
5 OWOOTH REAL HELCilP 14 ENVl REAL FREQ
15 ENV2 REAL FHD 16 ENV3 REAL FREQ
17 ENV4 REAL FREQ 20 ENV5 REAL FREQ
21 ENV6 REAL FRED 22 ENV7 REAL FRED
23 ENV8 REAL FREQ 24 ENV9 REAL FRED
6 ERATE REAL CaNST 155 FAR REAL AR
62 f IGSC REAL TRAJECT 27 FKT ReAL FRED
10 FSS lOGICAL ARRAY REALTlH 22 FXH REAL HELCOP
23 FYH REAL HELC OP 24 FZH REAL HElC OP
1 G REAl CONST 63 GAINGSC REAL TRAJ EC T
216 GAlNH REAL ARRAY AR 5 GCT REAL FRED
257 GN REAL ·UNOEF 32 GNOIIT REAL FRED
6 GPT REAL FRED 7 GRT REAL FRED
33 GSlT REAL FRED 4 GST REAL FRED
12 HRT REAL fRED 11 HTER REAL VEL
1 Hoi REAL ARRAY WINO 17 IOUII HHEGER SPRNT
1 INTABLS INTl:GER REALTII1 7 lTYPE HlTEGER REAL TI 11
Z IVARBUF INTEGER ARRAY REALTl" 0 LATE INTEGH EST
41 LATGSC INTEGER TRAJECT 14 LATGSN INTEGER TRAJECT
1 LONE INTEGER I:ST 42 LONGSC UTEGER TRAJECT
15 LONGSt< 1NTEGER TRAJECT 67 LX lOGICAL ARRAY VAKil AT
0 MC INTEGER CaNST 0 NW INTEGER WINO
253 OUT REAL ·UNDEF 11 POI REAL INERT
11 POOTH PEAL HELCOP 45 PGSC REAL TRA'JEC T
20 PGSN REAL TRAHC T 14 PH RE Al HELCOP
250 PHIC REAL 51 PHIGSC REAL TRAJECT
25 PtiIGStt REAL TRAJ EC T 1 PHIH REAL HELCOP
1 PHIl REAL INERT 65 PHIIIAX REAL TRAHC T
1 PHIIt REAL 1'1011 6 PI REAL INERT
64 PHAX REAL TRAJEC T 4 PP REAL CaNST
25 PPH REAL HElCOP 7 PP180 REAL CaNST
10 PP1801 REAL COttST 11 PPZ REAL CaNST
251 PSIC RE AL 5Z PS IG SC REAL TRAJliC T
26 PS IGSh REAL TRAJECT 2 PSIH REAL HELCOP
7 PSIHR REAL VEL 53 PSIHRC RE AL TRAJECT
12 PS I HRG REAL GUIDI: 27 PS UtRN REAL TRAJEC T
2 PSII RI:AL INERT 17 PSIIHR REAL HELC OP
12 PS lYC REAL CONTROL 13 PSIYG REAL CONTROL
241 PSIYIG REAL 11 PT REAL FRED




12 QOOTti HAL HELeOp 46 QGse REAL TRAJECT
21 OGSN REAL TRAJEC T 15 OH REAL HELeOp
7 QI ~EAL INERT 26 QOH REAL HELe OP
15 QTHCW REAL WIND 16 QVELCw REAL wIND
17 QlCW REAL wl"'D 13 ROI REAL INERT
13 RDOTh REAL HELeOp 2 RE REAL eONST
3 RE2 REAL CIlNST 47 RGSC RHL TRAJECT
22 RGSN REAL TRAJECT 0 RGT REAL FREQ
16 RH REAL HELC LIP 10 RI REAL INER T
2 RIGT REAL FREQ 32 RLA! REAL URAY INERT
27 ilRH REAL HELCOP 27 RRI REAL ARRAY INERT
24 RRII REAL ARRAY INtRT 23 R1GSN REAL TRAJ EC T
5 SCHULER HAL CONST 252 SDe REAL
46 SFRI REAL ARRAY INERT 40 SFRII REAL ARRAY INERT
22 SIGeLAI UAL I"'ERT 17 SIGeRI REAL INERT
14 SIGeRlI RE AL INERT 16 SIGFRII REAL INERT
23 SIGRLAI RE AL INERT 20 SIGRRI REAL INERT
15 SIGRRII REAL INERT 21 SIGSFRI REAL INERT
36 SIGTHCW REAL WIND 37 SIGVew REAL wIND
23 SIC,VRw REAL WIND 41 SIGW REAL wiND
40 SIGZCII REAL wIND 24 SIGZRW ilEAL WIND
25 SSTHW HAL WIND 7 SSTHWE REAL EST
33 SSVELW REAL WIND 6 SSVELWE REAL EST
54 TEHGSC REAL TRAJECT 61 TGSC REAL TRAJEC T
30 TGSN REAL TRAJEC T 247 THe REAL
31 THew REAL WIND 42 THCIW REAL wIND
50 THfGSe REAL TRAJEC T 24 THEGSN REAL TRAJECT
0 THEH REAL HELeOp 0 THEI REAL INERT
0 THEN REAL NOH 20 THTW REAL wIND
5 THW REAL ARRAY wIND 56 TII1AGSe REAL TRAJEC T
57 TI H8GSC REAL TRAJEeT 60 TIl1eGSC REAL TRAJECT
35 TI I1EH REAL FREQ 55 TIHGSC REAL TRAJEC T
0 UAO REAL VEL 6 UAG REAL GUIDE
5 lIA'- REAL NJM 3 UDOTI REAL INERT
0 lIG REAL GU10E 6 UH REAL HELeDP
2 UN HAL NOli 245 UTS REAL ~
54 lJW HAL WINO 0 UX REAL ARRAY VAROAT
1 Volt REAL VEL 7 VAG REAL GUIDE
6 VAN RE AL "10M 0 VARCHNG REAL REAL TI II
176 VAR 12 REAL ARRAY AR 172 VAR2 REAL ARRAY AR
202 VAR22 REAL ARRAY AR 242 veAR REAL ~
4 VOOTH REAL HELeop 4 VDOTI ReAL INERT
13 VEGSN RE AL TIlAJECT 34 VELCW REAL wIND
43 VELelW REAL WIND 44 VELDTII REAL WIND
21 VELTW RE AL WIND 11 VELW REAL ARRAY WIND
1 VG RE AL GUIDE 7 VH REAL HELe OP
3 VN REAL NOll 11 VNGSN REAL TRAJ ECT
55 VII REAL WIND 246 VZC REAL
2 wAD REAL VEL 10 WAG REAL GUIDE
54 WAH REAL ARRAY AR 7 IIAN REAL NOll
5 WDOTI REAL INERT 2 IIG REAL GUIOE
10 WH REAL HELeOp 4 WN REAL NOll
64 WRH REAL ARRAY AR 45 liTHe II REAL WIND
46 WTHC1W REAL IIIND 47 IIVELCW REAL WIND
50 WVELC lW R~AL WIND 26 WVELRW REAL wIND
56 III/ REAL WIND 51 WZCW REAL WIND
52 Wlca REAL wIND 27 WZRW REAL WIND
5 WIG REAL CONTROL 32 XDDAGSC REAL TRAJEC T
1 XOOAGSN REAL TRAJECT 31 XDDGSC REAL TRAJEC T
0 XDDGSN REAL TRAJECT 67 XDDHAX REAL TRAJECT
3 XDOTE REAL EST 3 XOOTG REAL GUIDE
4 XD (lTGS REAL VEL 33 XDOTGSC REAL TRAJECT
2 XDOTGSN RHL TRAJI:CT 10 XDUDE REAL EST
34 XDTAGSC REAL TRAJEC T 3 XDlAGSN REAL TR.AJECT
30 XO TAVH RE AL HELeop 10 XDTNGSN REAL TRAJECT
13 XE REAL EST 43 XGSC REAL TRAJECT
16 XGSN REAL TRAJEC T 25 XLNT REAL FREQ
30 XTHW REAL WINO 32 XVEL II REAL WIND
4 YOOTE REAL EST 4 YOOTG REAL GUIDE
5 YDOTGS REAL VEL 70 YOOTGSC REAL TRHEC T
71 YDOTGSN REAL TRAJEC T 11 YDlADE REAL EST
12 YOHGSN REAL TRAJEC T 14 YE REAL EST
44 YGse REAL TRAJEC T 17 YGSN REAL TRAJECT
10 ZAA RtiAL Vt:L 12 lAAe REAL VEL
13 lUG REAL Vh 60 ZAH REAL ARRAY AR .,
3 ZiULi REAL VEL 11 leG REAL GUIDE
35 lC W Rt: AL Wl,'lD 53 ZC III REAL IIIND
35 lOOGSC t<EAL TRAJEC r 4 lDDGSN REAL TRAJEC T
5 lOOlE REAL EST 5 lOOTG REAL GUIDE




~ Z&>OTGSN REAL TRAJi:: T 1~ lDTADIi RE AL
40 lDTLGSC PEAL T1lAJEC T Ill> ZDTIIAX RE AL
I> lOT 1G5M REAL TRAJEC T 2 IE REAL
37 ZG5C REAL TRAJECT 7 ZG5M REAL
70 lRH REAL ARRAY All 22 ZTw REAL
EXTE RNALS TYPE ARG5
GAIN 1 GAIM2
HCDNl 2 HCDN2
PC I'ILE 0 SORT REAL
TSIG 3
5TATEtll"'T LABELS


















PROGl<A" LENGTH 3038 195






























UCI-XCI + lJXI511-VIC + UXI5ZI-0.8+THC
uez-xcz + UXl531-VIC + UXI541+0.8+THC
UCI-JCl + uX1411-VI + UXI4ZI+Q + UXI431+TH
ucz.uez + UXI4ol-VI + UX1471+Q + UXI481-TH
DXCl'UXI441-CVZC-VZI + UXI451+0.8+ITHC-THI
DxeZ-lXI491+IVZC-VZI + UXI501+0.8+ITHC-T~1
xCI- XCI + DXCl+OT

















































SYI18PLIC R~~ERENn ~AP lit'lI
ENIRY POINTS
3 HCONI
VAP !ABLES SN TYPE RELJCATlON
6Z DT REAL 63 DXCI REAL
64 DXCZ RE AL 67 LX LJGICAl ARRAY VARDAT
56 Q REAL 57 TH RiiAl
61 THC, hAL 0 UCI REAL F.P.
0 UC Z REAL F. P. 0 UX REAL ARRAY VARDAT
5~ VZ RtH 60 VZC REAl
0 xC 1 HAL CI 1 XC2 REAL CI



















SU~Rul;TII\: tiCOl;Z 73114 OPT-l FTN 4.b+45Z 78/04/0b. 08.3b.lt7







LGGICAL LX tiON09 770
C HON09 771
PHIC-UXI31 tiONOr; 77Z
10 PSIC-UXC41 HON09 773
P-UX 07l HON09 774
R-UX1381 tiON09 775
P'-U-UX I 391 tiONOII 77&
PSI-uXI401 rlON09 777
15 DT-UX (1'11 tiONO'l 778
C tiONO'l 779
OUM-PSIC-PSI -ION09 laO
IFIA8SIDUMI.LT.PPI GO TO 100 HONOII 781
IFIOUM.GT.PP.ANO.PSI.LT.O.I XC3-XC3-7••PPZ tiONO .. 78Z
ZO IFIOUM.GT.PP.AND.PS1.LT.0.1 XCIt-XC4-50 ••PPZ tiON09 783
IFIOUM.~T.PP.ANO.PSIC.GT.0.IXC3-XC3-1t.5.0.8.PP2 oiON09 781t
IFIOUM.GT.PP.ANO.PSIC.GT.O.I XC4-XCIt-31t.38.0.8.PP2 HON09 785
IFIOUM.LT.-PP.AND.PSI.GT.O.1 XC3-XC3+7•• PP2 HON09 786
IFIOUM.LT.-PP.ANO.PSl.GT.O.1 XCIt.xC4+50••PP2 tiON09 787
Z5 IFIOUM.L T.-PP.AND.PSIC.L T.O.I xc 3-XC 3+1t. 5.0. 8.P PZ tiJN09 7tl8
IFIDUM.LT.-PP.AND.PSIC.LT.O.' XC4-XCIt+34.38+0.8.PPZ 1'I0NO'I 789
IFIOUM.GT.PPI OUH.OU"-PPZ HON09 790
IFCOUM.LT.-PPI OUM-OUM+PP2 HON09 791
100 CONTINuE HON09 792
30 C HON09 793
UC3-XC3+15.91t.0.8.PHIC+4.5.0.8.PSIC HON09 791t
UC4-XCIt+3.31.0.8.PHIC+31t.38.0.8.PSIC HONO'I 795
UC3-UC3-9••P-3 ••R-23.5.PHI-7.·PSI HON09 79b
UC4-UC4+2.375.P-24 •• R+It.9.PHI-50 •• PSI oiON09 797
35 C HONO'I 798







sy",eOllC RHERE'lCl MAP CRoll
lNTH POI"TS
3 HCON2
¥AR 148LES SN TYPE ~ELOCATION
203 DT ~I:A~ Z04 DUM REAL
b ERATE REAl . CONST 1 G REAl CONST
67 LX LOGICAl ARRAY VARDAT 0 Nc INTEGER' CONST
177 P HAL ZOl PHI REAL
175 PIiIC REAL 4 PP REAL CONST
7 PP1~0 ReAl CONST 10 PP 18 01 REAl CO'lST
11 PPZ REAL CONST ZOZ PSI REAl
176 PSIC RE AL ZOO R REAL
Z R~ REAL CONST 3 RE2 REAl CONST
5 SCHULE R REAl CONST 205 Sl . REAL
Z06 SZ HAL 0 UC3 REAL F.P.
0 UCIt REAL F.P. 0 UX REAl ARiUY VUDU
0 xc 1 HAL CI 1 XC2 REAL CI
2 xc 3 HAL CI 3 XC4 REAL CI
INLI NE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS
48S REAL 1 INTRIN







PRtlGR". LENGTH Z078 135
C~ LA8~LEO COMMON LENGTH 1Z48 84
730008 eM USED
Figure 8. -Program listing of subroutine HCON2,
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APPENDIX B
PROGRAM LISTING OF EXPLICIT-GAIN COMPUTATION
This appendix consists of the program listings of subroutine GAIN (Fig. 9)
and GAIN2 (Fig. 10).








LOG I CAL LX
C

























UX I 501-GNC 12, I I
U)(531-GNI13,II



















































































































Figure 9. -Program listing of subroutine GAINl.
Appendix B
~"BROl;TI"'E GAI'l2 73/74 JPT-! ~TN 4.b+4~Z 78/04/0b. 08.3b.47
SUBROUTINE GAINZIZ!1 HON09 704
C~hMON/VARDATI UXt551,LXI151 HON09 705
LOGICAL LX riON09 70b
ex 1411--0.Z5.Zl HON09 707
IF I ZI.GE.0.51 UXl41I--0.IZ5 HON09 7011
UXI4Z1--7.b+l.5.Zl riONOr, 709
UXI431--Z7.+b •• Zl HON09 710
UX IHI-0.1ItHl HON09 711
IFIll.GE.0.51 UXIHI-0.07 HON09 71Z





15 UXI491--0.23+0.08.Z1 HON09 718
UX(501-2 •• Z1 HON09 719
UX 1511-UX IHI HON09 720
UX 1521-UX 1451 HON09 721
UX(531-UX(491 HON09 7ZZ
20 UX (541-UX (501 HON09 723
R~TURN HON09 724
END HON09 725
















o UX REAL ARRAY VARDAT
STATISTICS
PR OGRAH LUoGTH





Figure 10. -Program listing of subroutine GAIN2.
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APPENDIX C
'FLOW CHART FOR REAL-TIME PORTION OF
PCMLE PROGRAM
This appendix con~ists of the flowchart for subroutine PCMLE (Fig. 11).




Ns = /.INs + 1
r- --
Kalman filter for Channel i:
(()
"k




j(j) = /.I j(j) + (II TB-1")k(j)
I
IL _
Sensitivity filter for channel 1*, parameter p:
I
-------i

















Figure 11. - Flowchart for subroutine PCMLE,
Appendix C
Sensitivity accumulation for N/R:
v (i*)
Ve (1 - tl2) (VVTB-1v\0*) '\1Lk :;:: 1J2v€ +
vL :;:: uVL + 'i7e
VV <1*)
'\12 e 2 ('\1 vTB-1vV\(j *)
v
2 L
k :;:: U2 v e + (1 - ~)


































Subcycle 2: Significance tests and change logic
,,.2 Estimate:
&2 = if") ferN )
s
Limits:





























I I C1 max








Subcycle 3: Channel data transfer
No
.. (N + 1) " (J'*,




" 0*) A (N + 1)x N/R transfer sequence 0* to j*): X C
MM
<i*)j* T =diag (1 + , 1 , 1) 'i7x
V'2 L M/5o°*' vL
'i7 2L= nv 2UT..
C i*




Subcycle 4: Parameter increment
True NOEST
VL Newton-Raphson step:
R = v2L + diag. (0.0005, 1, 0.001) lIC
lIC = _R-1 VL
Subcycle 5: Parameter estimates
Parameter limits:




LISTING OF PCMLE REAL-TIME SOFTWARE
This appendix is comprised of the program listings of PCMLE, FILT, SENS,
ACUM. FH, and TSIG, as presented in Figures 12 through 17, respectively.
SUBROUTI~~ PCMLE fTN ~.b+~5Z 7~/0~'06. OB.36.~1
























































































































































































C riDN09 1Z 71
bO C HON09 lzn
C OUTPUT VARIABLES I~ RUNNING ~DOE lBATCHONLYI tiON09 1Z73
IFI.NOT.PRINTI GO TO 1100 tiON09 1Z74
PRTIHE-PRTIHE+oTHP ,.ON09 1Z75
IFIPRTIHE.LT.TPRINTI GO TO 1100 HON09 1271>
1>5 WRITEIHFILE,I>~OI PRTI"E,JS,SIGSQ HON09 1Z77
WRITEINFIlE,b311 ITlUI,I-l,NCI HON09 lZ79
- WRITEINFILE,b3Z1 ITJIlI,I-l,NCI tiON09 1279
WRITEIHFILE,1>4Z1 ISSIII,I-1,NCI tiDN09 1280
~RITEINFIlE,1>431 lININ riON09 1Z91
70 wRITECNFILE,b3bl YPIlI,YPIII,YPI31,U'l11,UPI21 HON09 1182
WRITEINFILE,1>331 HON09 1283
WRITEINFILE,b341IXIJS,II, 1-1,171 HON09 12tH
WRITEINFILE,b371 HON09 1285
WRITEIHFILE,1>341 IXSll,II,I-1,111 HON09 1281>
75 WRITEINFIlE,b341 IXSII,Il,I-l,111 tiON09 1187
. WRITfINFILE,b341 I XS I3.r I, I- 1,11 I HON09 1288
WRITEINFlLE,b341 IXSI4,II,I-1,111 riON09 1289
WRITEINFIlE,b381 rlON09 1190
WRITEINFILE,b341 IGL II I,I-1,NPI HON09 1291
80 WRITE INFlLE,I>341 IGSQLIIl,I-1,10~ HON09 1292
IFINOESTI GO TO 1090 riON09 1193
IFIT1HE.LT.THINCHI GO TO 1090 HON09 1194
Cl - SQRTIC1/0ETI tiON09 1295
C5 - SQRTIC5/0ETI riON09 1291>
85 C8 - SORTIC8/0ETI tiON09 1197
C10- SORTICI0/0ETI riON09 lZ98
CZ - CZ IICl.C5 .OETI riON09 lZ99
C3 - C3 IIC1.C8 .OETI HON09 1300
C4 - C4 IICUCI0.0ET I HON09 1301
90 Cb - CI> IIC5.C8 .OtTI HON09 1301
C7 - C7 IIC5.C10.0ETI tiON09 1303
C9 - C9 IIC8.CI0.oETI tiONOIl 130lt
1092 WRITEINFILE,1>401 tiON09 1305
WRITEIHFILE,1>341 Cl,C2,C3,C4,C5,Cb,C7,C8,C9,C10 HON09 1301>
95 1090 CONTINUE tiON09 1307
WRITcINFILE,b391 ZPl,ZPI,ZP3,ZP4 riON09 1308
C HON09 1309
1>01> FORNATlbEIO.51 riON09 1310
1>30 FORMATIIII11X,11HTIME - ,EIZ.5, I>H JS - ,1Z, HON09 1311
100 1 4X,8HSIGSQ - ,El2.5,2X,2H", " 10N09 1312
1>31 FORMATIIX,11HTL - ,9E12.51 tiON09 1313
1>3Z FORMATIIX,11HTJ - ,9E12.51 HON09 1314
1>33 FORMAlI1HO,22HSTATE ESTIMATES XIJSI HON09 1315
1>34 FORMATI10E12.51 HON09 131b
105 1>36 FORNATIIHO,16HY1,YZ,Y3,Ul,U2 -,6EIZ.51 HON09 1317
1>37 FORNATI1X,13HSENSITIVITIESI HON09 1318
b38 FORMATI1X,5HGRAOS I tiON09 1319
1>39 FORNATI1HO,11HZP - ,9E12.51 HON09 13Z0
b40 FORMATIIX,8HACCURACYI HON09 1321
110 bltl FORNATIIX,11tiPR - ,9FlZ.C)1 tiON09 1322
1>43 FORMATIIX,llHZIHIN - ,E12.51 tiON09 1323
1099 CONTINUE tiON09 1324
TPR INT-TPR INT+ oTPRIN HON09 1325
1100 CONTINUE HUN09 13ZI>
115 C HON09 1327
C TEST SIGNAL HON09 1328
CALL TSIGIETA1,ETA2,UTI tiON09 1329
C HON09 1330
C tiON09 1331
120 C HIGH PASS INPUTS HO'N09 1332
CALL FtiIYlll,YPlll,xVZI tiON09 1333
CALL FHIYI21,YPIZI,XQI HON09 1334
CALL FHIYI31,YPI31,XTHI HON09 1335
CALL FHCUC 1I,UPI1I,)(08 I HON09 1331>
1Z5 CALL FHIUIZI,UPI21,XOCI HON09 1331
C tiON09 1338
C PARALLEL CHANNELS HON09 1339
IFI.NOT.NLEI RETURN tiON09 1340
TIMe-TIME + OTtiP HON09 1341
130 ANS-tlP+ANS + 1. tiON09 1342
..:.; GO TO 11210,1209,lZ08,1207,1201>1, NC HON09 1343
1201> CALL FIL Tl51 HON09 1344
1207 CALL FILTI41 HON09 1345
1Z08 CALL FILTI31 tiON09 134b





































































































































































SIGNIfICANCE TESTS AND CHANGE LOGIC
BRANCH TO LOW RATE OPERATIONS
IFI TJEoGT.RTJS*TJIJSII GO TO 925

























































925 IFINOCHCI GO TO 926
































































































C CYCLE 4. PARAMETER INCREMENTS
C
940 CONTINUE
IflNDESTI GO TO 948
C
C NR INCREMENTS















Cl- R,.R81099 - R6.R61097 t R7$R6978
CZ--lR2.R81099 - R3.R61097 t R4$R69781
C3-R7.R3764 - R9.R2754 t RI0.R2653
C4--1R6.R3764 - RS.R2754 t R9$R26531
C5-Rl.R81099 - R3.IR3$RI0 - R4$R9) t R4.IR3.R9 - R4.R8)
C6--1Rl.R61097 - R3.R21047 t R4.IR2.R9 - R4.R611
C7-Rl.R6976 - R3$R2937 t R4.R2836
C6-Rl.1R5.R10 - R7.R71 -R2.R21047 t R4.RZ754
C9--1Rl.1R5.R9 - R6.R71 - R2$R2937 t R4.RZ6531
CIO-R1.IR5.R8 - R6.R6) - RZ.R2836 t R3.RZ653








948 HOOE - 5
RETURN
C




ZP1- ZPCJS,11 t OZP(1)
ZP2- ZPIJS,21 + OZPlZI
ZP3- ZPCJS,31 t OZPI31








































































































































































295 IFCZPl.LT.ZP1"IHI ZPI-ZPl"IH HON09 1507
IFClPZ.LT.lPZ"IHI lPZ-ZPZ"IH HOH09 1508
IFIZP3.LT.ZP3"IHI ZP3-ZP3'1IH 'HON09 1509
IFIZP4.LT.ZP4"'IHI ZP4-ZP4"III HON09 1510
OTHER ~ARIABLES tiON09 1511




SY"'BOLIC REFEREHCE "AP IR-ll
EHTR Y POI~TS
1 PCMLE
VARIABLES SH TYPE RELOCATION
5 ANS REAL IPIC 3 CHNGCH IHTEGER IPIC
4 CHSIG INTEGER IPIC 13/1Z Cl REAL
3 CIHP kEAL SU8RH 13/1/1 C10 REAL
1367 CZ REAL 4 CZHP REAL SU8RH
1370 C3 REAL 1371 C4 REAL
1364 C5 REAL 137Z C/I REAL
1373 C7 REAL 13/15 C8 REAL
13 74 C9 REAL 315 0 REAL ARRAY OAT
13/13 OET RE AL 1 OHP REAL SUBRH
114 OS REAL ARRAY SENSP 0 OTHP REAL SUBRH
Z5 OT PRI N REAL IPIC 0 OTU REAL UTEST
3 OUT REAL UTEST 14Z/I OZP REAL ARRAY
13 75 ETAl REAL 137/1 ETAZ REAL
473 EIP PEAL OAT 474 EZP REAL OAT
137 F REAL ARRAY OAT 10 FSS LOGICAL ARRAY REAL TI" \14 GA!'!UTO REAL UTEST 1004 GE REAL ARRAY SENSP
1040 GK REAL ARRAY SENSP 1010 GL REAL ARRAY SENSP
1014 GSOE REAL ARRAY SENSP 10Z/I GSOL REAL ARRAY SENSP
6Z GSOLO REAL ARRAY IPIC 131>0 I INTEGER
1 INTABLS INTEGER REAL TIll 7 ITYPE INTEGER REAL TI"
Z IV ARBUF INTEGER ARRAY REALTI", Z .IS INTEGER IPIC
1404 JSTEMP INTEGER 61 LX LOGICAL ARRAY ~AROAT
1 MF HE INTEGH DEVICE 135/1 "LE LOGICAL
1 !'!OCE INTEGER IPIC 0 NC INTEGER IPIC
13 53 NOCHC LOGICAL 1354 NOEST LOGICAL
1 NP INTEGER IPIC 0 NREAD INTEGER DEVICE
1355 PRINT LOGICAL 105 PRTl",E REAL IPIC
Zl RTJC REAL IPIC 17 RTJG REAL IPIC
1/1 RTjS REAL IPIC Z3 IIIJz REAL IPIC
1411 Rl REAL 1414 RIO REAL
10Z7 RZ REAL SENSP 1423 RZ1047 REAL
142Z RZ653 REAL 1421 R2154 REAL
1425 PZ83/1 RE AL 1424 RZ937 REAL
1030 R3 REAL SENSP 14Z0 R37/14 REAL
1031 R4 RE AL SEIlSP 14lZ R5 REAL
1033 k/l REAL SENSP 1416 R/l1097 REAL
1417 R6978 REAL 1034 R7 REAL SENSP
1413 P8 PEAL 1415 R81099 REAL
1036 R9 kEAL SEIlSP 1 SEED REAL UTEST
475 SIGSO ReAL OAT 4 SIGUT REAL UTEST
10 SIGUTO HAL IPIC 1H2 SS REAL ARRAY
1403 SI PEAL 140/1 S2 REAL
1407 53 PEAL 1410 S4 REAL
ZZ THRTJC REAL IPIC 20 THRT"G REAL IPIC
24 TIiRT Jl REAL IPIC 15 TI"E REAL IPIC
101 TJ REAL ARRAY OAT 1405 TJE REAL
1402 lJMIN REAL 106 TL REAL ARRAY OAT
1400 'l"."'AX REAL 1401 TL"IN REAL
1357 TH ItlCH RE AL 6 TPUNT REAL IPIC
11 TZWUT REAL UTEST 71 U REAL ARRAY IPIC
3 UP REAL ARRAY MEAS 1377 UT REAL
7 UTPIAX PEAL UTEST 12 UTI REAL UTEST
5 UTlO ReAL UTEST 13 UT2 REAL UTEST
/I UT20 REAL UTEST 0 UX REAL ARRAY V4RDAT
0 VARCHNG HAL REALTIM 2 WHP REAL SUBRH
2 WUT REAL UTEST 10 W2UT REAL UTtST
0 X REAL ARRAY OAT 101 XD8 REAL ARRAY IPIC
103 XDC REAL ARRAY IPIC 75 XO RUL ARRAY IPIC




13 XVI REAL ARRAY IPIC 66 Y REAL ARRAY IPIC
0 YP REAL ARRAY PlEAS 36 ZP REAl, ARRAY IPIC
11 IPI REAl, IPIC 26 ZPIPlAX REAl IPIC
32 2PHIIN REAL IPIC 12 IP2 REAl IPIC
21 IP2PlAX REAL IPIC 33 ZP2PlIN REAL IPIC
13 ZP 3 REAL IPIC 30 IP3MAX REAl, IPIC
34 ZP3MIN REAL IPIC 14 zp" REAl IPIC
31 IP4PlAX REAL IPIC 35 IP4"IN REAL IPIC
1361 11MIN REAL
EXTERNAlS TYPE ARGS
ACUPl 1 EXP REAL 1 1.I8RARY
FH 3 FILT 1
SENS 2 SORT REAL 1 LIBRARY
TSIG 3
STATEPlEtH LA8EL.S
1246 bOb FPlT NO REFS 1'50 b30 FPlT 1260 b31 FPlT
12b4 632 FMT 1210 633 FPlT 1214 634 FPlT
1216 636 FPlT 1302 631 FPlT 1305 638 FPlT
1310 b39 FMT 1314 640 FPlT 1317 64Z FPlT
1323 643 FPlT 0 900 INACTIVE 352 910
377 'Ill 403 920 417 925
421 926 0 927 462 930
562 934 5b4 939 566 940
763 948 765 950 244 1090
0 1092 INACTIVE 0 1094 INACTIVE 0 1099 INACTIVE
250 1100 303 1206 305 1207
307 1208 311 1209 313 1210
326 1301 330 1302 332 1303
334 1304 503 9301 0 9302
0 9303
LOOPS LABEL INoex FROPl-TO lENGT'! PROPERTIES
105 • I 7Z7Z 118 EXT REFS124 • I 74 7'0 78 EXT REFS137 • I 75 15 78 EXT REFS152 • I 76 76 78 EXT REFS165 • I 7777 78 EXT REFS363 911 I 161 169 158 OPT
430 927
• I
188 194 278 EXT REFS
410 9303 I 204 206 38 INSUCK
476 9302 I 207 210 38 INSUCK
COPlPlON 8L OCKS L.ENGTH
VARon 70
OAT 318








































XIK,51-0(K, II*XIK,51 + OIK, ZI+XIK,61 + OIK, 31+XIK,71 +
1 OIK, 41+xIK,61 + OIK,171.UPCll + OCK,181+UPCZI +
Z FIK,11+xIK,91 + FIK,51.xIK,lOI + FIK,91.XIK,111
XIK,~I-OIK, 51+XIK,51 + OIK, bl+XIK,61 + OIK, 71.XIK,71 +
1 OIK, ~1+xIK,el + OlK,191.UPIll + OIK,ZOI.UPIZl +
Z FIK,ZI+XIK,91 + FIK,61+xIK,lOI + FIK,lol.XIK,lll
(CK,71-0IK, 91+xIK,51 + OIK,lOI.XIK,61 + OCK,111.XCK,11 +
1 OIK,IZI+xIK,al + OIK,ZII.UPlll + OIK,2ZI.UPCZI +
Z FIK,31.XIK,91 + FIK,1,.xIK,101 + FIK,lll.XIK,lll
XIK,~I-O(K,131.xIK,51 + OIK,141.XIK,61 + OIK,151.XIK,71 +
1 OIKd61+xIK,81 +
Z FIK,41+XIK,91 + FIK,81.xIK,101 + FIK,lZI.xIK,111
I HU II RI II NU I
xIK,lZI-FIK,141+XIK,91.XIK,~1 + FIK,181.XIK,lOI.XCK,101 +
1 FIK,ZZI+XIK,111+XCK,111 + CFIK,151+FCK,1711+XCK,91.XCK,101 +


















































































SY~BJlIC REFEREHCL MAP lP-I)
"NHY POINTS

















URAY oH 473 E1P REAl OAT
rAT 137 F RUl ARRAY OAT
F.P. ..75 SIGS 0 REAL OAT









Figure 13. -Program listing of subroutine FILT.
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SLJB~lJ\!Tl'iI: SE'IS 73/74 "PTol
Appendix D





























XSIJ,51-0IK, 1ItXSIJ,51 + OIK, 210XSIJ,01 • OIK, 31+XSIJ,71 +
I OIK, 4I t XSIJ,81 + OSIK,J, 110XIK,51 + OSI~,J, 210XIK,ol +
2 1SIK,J, 31 0XIK,71 + OSIK,J, 41+XIK,81 + OSIK,J,171+UPl11
3 + OSIK,J,161+UPIZI + FIK, 11+XSIJ,91 t FIK, 510XSIJ,101 +
4 FIK, 910XSIJ,111 + GKIK,J, 110XIK,91 + GKIK,J, 51+XIK,101
S + G~IK,J, 91+XIK,l11
XSIJ,ol-OIK, SloXSIJ,SI + OIK, ol+XSIJ,ol + OIK, 71'xSIJ,71 +
1 OIK, 8IoXSIJ,al + OSIK,J, SI+XIK,SI + OSIK,J, ol+XIK,ol +
2 OSIK,J, 71'XIK,71 + OSIK,J, 81+XIK,81 + OSIK,J,191+UPIll
3 + OSIK,J,201 0UPI21 + FIK, ZlOXSIJ,91 + FIK, 01+XSIJ,101 +
4 FIK,l~I+XSIJ,lll + GKIK,J, ZI'XIK,91 + GKIK,J, 01+XIK,101
S + GKIK,J,101+XIK,111
XSIJ,71-0IK, 91tXSIJ,Sl + 0lK,1010XSIJ,ol + 0IK,111'XSIJ,71 +
1 0lK,lZIoXSIJ,61 + OSIK,J, 9IoXIK,SI + 0$IK,J,10IoXIK,61 +
2 OSIK,J,111+XIK,71 + OSIK,J,121+XIK,81 + OSIK,J,Zl1 oUPl11
3 + OSIK,J,ZZI+UPI21 + FIK, 31oXSIJ,91 + FIK, 7IoXSIJ,iOI +
4 FIK,llloXSIJ,ll1 + GKIK,J, 31+XIK,91 + GKIK,J, 710XIK,101
5 + GKIK,J,111+XIK,111
X$IJ,81-0IK,131 oX$IJ,51 + 0IK,141+X$IJ,01 + 0IK,151+XSIJ,71 +
1 0lK,161tXSIJ,al + OSIK,J,13IoXIK,51 + OSIK,J,1410XIK,01 +
2 OSIK,J,1510XIK,71 + OSIK,J,lol'XIK,el
3 + FIK, 410XSIJ,91 + FIK, 81 oXSIJ,101 +

























































































































ARRAY OAT 114 OS REAL ARRAY SENSP
OAT lt74 E2P REAL OAT
ARRAY OAT 1004 GE REAl ARUY SENSP
ARRAY SENSP 1010 GL REAL ARRAY SENS P
ARRAY SENSP 1026 GSOL REAL ARRAY SEHSP
F.P. 0 K INTEGER F.P.
OAT 3 UP REAL ARRAY "'€AS
AR~AY OAT \) XS REAL ARRAY SE'lSP
ARRAY M~AS
STATISTICS
PROG RAM L ENG TH





Figure 14. -Program listing of subroutine SENS,
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Appendix D
SU~RJIJTlNf 4CiJ~ 73ff4 FTN 10. b+439 78/02f14. 08.Z8.50
GLIl)' EIP'GLll1 + GElll
Gl121' EIP'GlI21 + GEIZI
Gl131' EIP'GlC31 + GEI31
GlI4)' EIP'GLI4) + GEl41
5'IGRAD NUllRtllNUI
Sl'Tll'XlK,91 + TIZ'XIK,101 + T13'XIK,111
S2'T?I+XIK,91 + TZZ'XCK,l~1 + T23'XCK,111
S3'T31'XCK,91 + T32'XIK,101 + T33'XIK,111
;4'T41,xIK,91 + T4Z'XCK,101 + T43'XIK,lll
GEIll'E2P'CGEIII - Sll + 51
GEI21'E2P'IGEI21 - 521 + 52
G~(31'E2P'IGEI31 - 531 + S3

































































































































































S • (GRAD NUIIRIIIGRAO NUl
511.Tll.X511,91 + TI2'X511,101 + TI3'XSCl,111
SIZ'Tl1'XSI2,91 + T12'X5IZ,10) + T13'XSI2,111
513'Tll'XSI3,91 + T12'XS13,101 + T13'XSI3,111
514'Tll'X514,91 + TI2'XSC4,101 + TI3'.5CIo,111
Sl2'T21'X512,9) + T2Z'XSIZ,101 + T23'X512,111
Sl3'TZl'XSI3,91 + T2Z'X513,101 + T23'X5C3,111
S24-T21'XSC.,9) + TZZ'XSI4,10) • TZ3'X514,111
;~3'T31'XSC3,9) + T3Z'X513,101 + T33'XSC3,111
S34'T31'XSI4,9) + T32'XSI4,10) + T33+XSI4,111
544.T41'.$14,9) + T42'XS14,101 + TIo3'XSI4,111
bS~Elll'EZP'(GS~Ell1 - SIll + Sll
GSOfIZI·F.ZP'IGSOEIZI - 5121 • 512
GSQEI31'£2P'IGSOEI31 - S131 + S13
G~CE(41'<ZP'IGSO"141 - 5141 + SIlo
GSO~151'E2P'IGso,151 - 5Z21 + 522
GSOElbl'E2P'IGSOElbl - 5Z3l +,SZ3
GS~EI71'fZP'CGS~eI71 - 5~41 + 524
r,~Qcl~I'EZP'IGSOEC81 - 5331 + S33
bSOEI91'~2P'IGSOF.19l - 5341 + 534
GSOEII01'E2P'IG50EII01 - 5441 + S44
GSOlll1 • EIP.GSOllll + GSOElll
QSOLIZI • E1P'GSQLI21 + GSQEIZI
GS~Ll31 • EIP'C;SQllll + GSO~131
~SQl141 • flP'GSQlC41 + GSOEC41
C,SQLI51 • EIP+G50l151 + 6S0EI51
~SOLlbl • ClP.GSOllbl + GSOElbl
GSOLI71 • EIP'GSOlC71 + G50El71
GSOLI81 • EIP'GSQLI81 + GSoEI81



































5Y~BClIC ~~FERENCE ~AP IR'll
f NHY PJI'll S
~ hCU~
Figure 15.-Program listing of subroutine ACUM.
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Appendix p
VAk!ABLE~ SN TYPE AELOCATION
315 ~ REal ARRAY OAT IH OS REAL ARRAY SENSP
H3 EIP lIEAl NT "1" EZP REAL OAT0 137 F REAL ARRAY OAT 1004 GE REAL ARRAY SENS P
1(;4(· (, K QEAL APRAY H"SP 1010 (,L REAL ARRAY SE "lS P
1~l4 j~. Jf. HAL ARRAY SENSP lliZ6 (, SQL REAL ARRAY SENSP
li ~ !NTE('E~ F.P. 't75 S!GSQ REAL OAT
;'44 Sl REAL 350 S11 REAL
; J 1 S l2 RE At 35Z 513 REAL
353 514 REAL 3'95 SZ RUL
3">4 sa REAL 355 SZ3 REAL
3~!: 524 ~~Al 346 S3 REAL
~'J7 533 HAL 360 534 REAL
347 ~4 R~ AL 361 S44 REAL
33li TIl REAL 331 TIZ REAL
33Z Tl3 RE AL 333 TZI REAL
334 TZZ RE AL 335 T23 REAL
336 131 REAL 337 HZ REAL
340 133 RE AL HI HI REAL
34Z HZ REAL 3't3 H3 REAL





PRrG~A" LF"GTH 36Z8 Z4Z
eM LABELED CUM"JN LENGTH Z1l6B 110Z
Figure 15. -Concluded.






Y/U- IStS)/IS*~ + Z*O*Wes + Wtw)

























SYMB~LIC REFERENCE MAP (R-il
:NiRY Pf)!~TS
3 FH
VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION
3 Cl RE AL SUBR"
"
C2 REAL SUBRH
1 0 REAL 5UBRH 0 DT REAL SUBRH
0 U REAL F.P. Z W REAL SUBRH
a x RE AL ARRAY F.P. a Y REAL F.P.





\PROGRAII LtNGTH loB 14
CM LABELED COMMON LENGTH 58 5










UT/INPUT 0 S.SIGUT/IS.S • Z.D~T.WUT.~ • WUT.WUTI
INPUT 0 RANOOP N~ .ITH C ~EAN UNIF~OM -".~ T~ 1.~
UT1,UT2 STATES IN SECOND ORDER fILT~R
crMMaN/UTEST/~T.St~D,WUT,DUT.SIGUT.UTln.UTlo.UTMA~,W2UT,TZWUT,
1 LTl,UTZ,GAMUTO
l SEECoAMOC(312~ •• ~lED,3~3~97383&8.1
SoO.Z91C38304~~7E-I0.SEeD- r.~






























































































































I "ITP I N
l"lTRIN












Figure 17. -Program listing of subroutine TSIG.
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APPENDIX E
FLOW CHART FOR INITIALIZATION PORTION
OF PCMLE SOFTWARE
This appendix consists of the flowcharts for subroutine NRTIC (Fig. 18)
and MODEL (Fig. 19).
Define noise Intensities





Call MODEL (I, ZPl, ZP2, ZP3, ZP4, noise parameters).
Repeat I= I, NC
Initialize TSIG subroutine. Initialize hlghpass filter states. Zero states, residuals, gradientsfor all channels.







Compute matrices A, 6, "', H, W
for discrete model:
y = HXn + Wy
Store elements in temporary array.
Compute Kalman filter gains.
Store KF gains, R, R- I , in temporary array.
No
Compute sensitivities w.r.t.




Repeat for loop =1 I 5
Store sensitivities in FS and GK arrays.
58
Figure 19. -Flowchart for subroutine MODEL.
APPENDIX F
LISTING OF PCMLE INITIALIZATION SOFTWARE
This appendix contains the program listings of subroutines NRTIC, MODEL,
DISC, DIAK, CAL, MP, FHIC, and INPT, as presented in Figures 20
through 27, respectively.












CO"'"0N/C 11 XCl, XC Z,xc 3, XC 4






































































































































































Figure 20. -Program listing of subroutine NRTIC.
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Appendix F
7 OUR PEAL SU~R 1 OHP REAL SUtiRH
114 OS Rt AL ARRAY SE HS P 6 OT REAL SUBR
0 or.,p HAL SU8R<i 25 OTPR IN ReAL IPIC
0 orL REAL UHST 10 OUIIII REAL ARRAY SUBR :"1
3 OUT PEAL UTCST 4 EE REAL SUBR
473 UP HAL 04T 474 E2P REAL OAT
137 F HAL URAY OAT 14 GAIIUTO REAL UTEST
1004 GE ~E Al ARRAY SENSP 1040 GK REAL ARRAY SEI'lSP
1010 Gl. RE AL ARRAY SENSP 167 GI'l REAL ·UNOEF
1014 GSQE RE AL ARRAY SHISP 1021> GSQl REAL ARRAY SENS P
t2 GSOLO HAL ARRAY IPIC 0 IPSCH II'lTEGER PRSwTCH
5 IHR II'lTtGE~ SUBt( 2 JS INHGER IPIC
67 lX LOGICAL ARRAY VARon 0 MF IHTEGER OFILE
1 ~FILE INTEGER OEVICE 7 MOE IHTEGER IPIC
0 NC INH:;ER IPIC 2 NN II'lTEGER S"BR
I NP INHGER IPIC 1 I'lR INTEGER SU~R
0 ~R[AO I~TEGER OEVICt 3 NR"I II'lHGER sueR
0 hX INHGER SU~R 1 PHIN REAL 1'101'1
105 PR TII'1E PE AL IPIC 21 RTJC REAL IPIC
17 RTJG ~E Al I PIC 16 IlTJS REAL IPIC
23 RTJI REAL IPIC 1 SHO REAL UTdT
"1, SIGSO ilEAL OAT 4 SIGUT REAL UTEST
10 SIGuTO ReAL IPIC 0 THEN ReAL 1'101'1
22 Tn~TJC hAL IPIC 20 TtlRTJG REAL IPIC
24 TnRTJZ Rt Al t PIC 15 TII'1E REAL IPIC
I> TPPINT RE AL IPIC 11 TlllUT ItEAL UTeST
71 U ReAL ARRAY IP IC 5 UAI'l REAL 1'101'1
2 U.. REAL rUM 3 UP RE AL ARRAY II.AS
7 Url1AX REAL UTI: ST 12 UTI REAL UTEST
5 uno Re AL UTEST 13 UT2 REAL UTEST
6 ur20 Ri: AL UHST 0 UX REAL ARRAY vuou
6 VAh PE,U NOM 3 VN REAL NOli
7 "AN PE AL NJI1 2 WHP REAL SUBRH
4 w'l PC AL NJl'\ 2 WUT REAL UTEST
10 lo2LT REAL "TEST 0 X REAL 4RRAY OU
0 XC 1 RE4L CI 1 XC2 REAL CI
2 XO REAL CI 3 XC4 REAL Cl
101 XD8 Ri:AL ARRAY I PIC 103 XOC REAL 4RRAY IPIC
7, XJ PC AL ARR4Y IPIC 0 XS REAL ARIl4Y SENSP
77 XTH PEAL ARRAY IPIC 73 XVZ RE Al ARRAY IPIC
66 Y REAL ARRAY IPIC 0 YP ~EAL ARRAY IIEAS
.,
36 1P REAL ARR4Y IPIC 11 IPI RE4L IPIC
26 1P1~ AX RHL IP lC 32 1Pl1'111'l REAL IPIC
12 1P2 PL AL IPIC 27 1P211AX REAL IPIC
33 IP2MIN PEAL IPIC 13 1P3 ilEAL IPIC
30 IP31"AX HAL IP IC 34 1P31'111'l ReAL IPIC
14 1P4 REAL IPIC 31 IP411AX R:AL IPIC




















p~IlGkA'1 L~hGTH 2138 139



























































































812,ZI-·7.8 - 3 •• YeAR
813,11-.35 + .lZ.V8AR + C3





























































































































































813,21-.24·nu + C2 HON09 912
H4rll-O. HON09 913
% ,3(4,2hO. 0l0N09 ,lit
riON09 915
00 ~~O I-l,N~ HON09 91600 ~50 Jol,NX HoN09 917
~~v rot (I. J» -0. tiON09 918
-I S -ill,~1.1. HoN09 919
,(.',31-10 tioN09 920
, 13,4)01. I10N09 921
HoN09 922
OJ ~o I-l,NX HON09 923
90 ~)O 5C J-l,N~ HON09 92"
w(I,JI-O. I10N09 925
5C G~ II oJ I-D. HON09 926
HON09 927
~MIl,ll-Su~TIZ.I·SIGXG HON09 926
~5 GMI2,21-SQ~TI2.)·SIGZG HON09 929
GMI3,61-SQ~TIZ.1.I.OZ.SIGXG+.dl.SIGZGI/AI3,31 HON09 930
HON09 931
CAll OISCPHE~1 '"'0"09 932
tiON09 933




OU [NE· ~O~I(ING DATA AR~AYS 0l0N09 938










ll~ JOI Ill-A( 3, 31 HON09 9"9
DOl IZI-.I 3, 4) HON09 950
00113)-AI4,1I HON09 951
001141-.14,21 HON09 952 ~
0011~1-.14d) 0l0N09 953
120 00(16)-.14,4) HON09 95"
001171-811,11 0l0N09 955
00I1dl-811,ZI HON09 956
001191-812, II HON09 957
01)(ZI)I-812,21 HON09 958
1 ? ~ DOI2II-BI3,11 HON09 959
II DI 2~ I- 813, Z1 HON09 960
HON09 961
~'JYIOE DIAl( ,1A'TING GUNS HON09 962
OU 1~0 I-1,'lX HON09 963
130 JU 150 J-1,N' liON09 9M
1,0 ,(f /1, J lor>! ell, J 1 >loN09 965
HON09 966
CAll O[ AK 110N09 967
C HoN09 968
13~ FOIL 1-~ Fll, II 110N09 969
FOI2I-KFI?d I HON09 970
FDC3I-KF/3,1l >10"09 971
FOI41-KFI4d 1 HON09 972
F0 I 5 1-K F1I, Z I ..ON09 973
14C F016 1-0< FI Z, 2 ) 110N09 97"
FOlll-KFC3,ZI HON09 975
FDIBI-t<.Fh,ZI HON09 976
FCI91-KF( 1, 31 HON09 977
Fall'I-KFI2dl tiON09 978
14~ FOIlll-KF(3r31 HON09 979
FOIIZI-KFI4031 110N09 980
IFIOETR.GT.O.OI FOI131-AlOGIOfTRI 110N09 981
FDII41-~IIl,ll HON09 982
FOIl~I-~lll,ZI HON09 983





155 FOI21l-~I13, 21 HOll09 989





IfCLOOP.NE.l1 &J TO 900 HON09 992
HCNOq 993
160 )(1 115 I-l,NPO HON09 99"
115 UIICH,I I-DOl II HON09 995
DO lZ0 l-l,NPF HON09 996
lZ0 filCH,] I-FOil I riON09 997
C HON09 998
16~ IFIlXI~11 GO TO 999 HON09 999
W~ITEI~FIlf.,11991 ICH ofON09 1000
.~ITEIMfIL.,lZCll SIGV1,SIGO,SIGTH,SIGXG,SIGZG HON09 1001
or; IZ09 I-],NX HON09 100Z
lZ09 ·1I,1l - SQPTlPII,III "OH09 1003
III! .RITil"FIl~,lZ~ZI CPlIdlol-I,NXI HON09 100"
~KIT~I"fILE,lZ~51 HON09 1005
00 IZO· I-I,NX HON09 1006
IZ08 wRITF.("fILc,IZ031 I Al I, JI, J-l,NXI riON09 1007
C CALL palESI4,A,4,SS,",OT,LZI HON09 1008
175 wRITEIMFllc,IZ051 HON09 1009
00 1207 I-I,NX HON09 1010
lZ07 W~ITEIMFILE,IZ041 IAKriII,JI,J-I,NXI HON09 1011
C CALL POLESI4,A~H,4,SS,H,DT,L11 HON09 1012
1199 FORMATIIH1,19HFILTfR DATA ICH - ,IZI HON09 1013
190 INI FDRMATIIX ,11HSTATS IN ,'1E1Z.51 HON09 1014
lZ0Z FO~MAT(lx ,11H5TATS OUT ,9EIZ.51 HONOll 1015
lZ03 FORl1ATllXdlHA ,4EIZ.5I HON09 1016
lZU4 FORMAT(lX,llHA~H ,4E12.5) HON09 1017
1205 FORMAT( IH<») HON09 1018
185 C HON09 1019
'.;) Ta 9~9 HON09 1020
C HONO'I 10Z1
900 C(1"TINUE HON09 1022
C SEhSITIVlT IES HONOll 1023
19<- 00 9l~ l-l,'IPD HON09 10Z"
910 OSIICHdP,II- CDOl II - 01 ICH, III/DELT HOH09 10Z5
SAIN SE"SITIVITIES HON09 1026
J(1 <120 '-ldZ HOHOll 1027
no GKIICH,I·,II-IFOIII - fIICH,IlI/OHT HON09 1028




SYMBOLIC REFEREh~t "AP I ~-ll
ENtRy POINTS
3 '\GO Fl
VARHH :~ SN TYPE REl;)OTION
It A ~"Al ARRAY SUdR 140 AKH REAL AR~AY SueR
13C a REAl A~RA ( SlIijP 3 CIHP REAL SUBRH
077 C2 R; Al 4 CZHP REAL SUBRH
700 C3 HAL 701 C4 REAL
315 0 REAL APRAY GAT 540 DCl REAL
~41 on R~Al 54Z OC4 REAL
IJ5 DO ~EAl AR~AY 702 DEL T REAL
7 DEII' REAL sueR 1 OHP REAL sueRH
114 OS ~EAl ARRAY SENSP 6 OT REAL SUBR
0 o THP ~EH SLJBRH 537 OVBAR REAl
4 EE REAl 5UBR 473 EIP REAL OAT-
474 t lP HAl OAT 137 F REAL ARPA Y OAT
733 FO Rf. AL ARRAY 1004 GE RUL ARRAY SEt-lSP
761 GIC ~:Al A~RAY 1040 G~ REAL ARRAY SE"lSP
101(, GL HAL ARPAY S""SP 30 GPI REAL ARRAY sueR
160 Gf'lK. REAl A~.AY SUBR 41:> GMIoI REAL ARRAY SUBR
1014 GSQE' Rt AL A~RAY SENSP 1026 GSOL REAL ARRAY SENSP
6(, H ·EAL AR~AY SlIBR 330 tiP REAL ARRH SUBR
673 I INTESt~ v lCH INTEGER Fo P.
703 IP INTEGER 5 ITER INTfGER SueR
674 J INTEG€>< 210 KF REAL ARRAY SUBR
.~ 67~ lOOP INTEGER 62 LX LOGICAl ARRAY VARDA T
~34 Ll IN1EG~· 533 L2 INTEGER
1 MF II E I "lIEGE. Of VICE Z NN INTEGER SUBR
53~ .~ PO INTt.:><R 536 NPF INTEGER
1 N. I NTF.GER SUBR 0 NREAD INTEGER DE ~I CE




0 ~~ INT't~! ~ ~ UBR 230 P REAl URH SUBR
Z'>O ·1 RE A'I A"RAY 5UBR 35" Q REAL ARRAY SUBR
270 ~ ~H'l ARRAY ~ li~R 310 RI REAL ARRAY SUBR450 SC REAL APRAY SlI8R 0 SIGO IUAl F.P. ~.....
41~ SIGSO REAL OAT 0 SIGTH REAL F.P.
C SIGVZ REAL F.P. 0 SIGXG REAl F.P.
C SJ~Z~ REAL F.P. 430 SS REAL ARRAY SUBR0 UX Ri:Al ARRAY VARoAT b7b vaAR REAl
704 V~S REAL 100 W REAl ARRAY SUBR
2 ~HP HAl SIJ8RH 370
""
REAl ARRAY sueR
0 x R~Al ARRAY rAT ~ xs REAL ARRAY SENSP
Ii ZPl REAl F.P. I) H2 REAL F. P.0 In ReAL F. P. 0 1P4 REAL F.P.
01c"~ALS TYrt UGS
AL')(, HAl 1 LI3RAn oUK 0
015C 1 INPT 4
~. 6 SORT REAL 1 LIBRAR Y
;rAH'1E~T LABUS








c ~IO 0 920 512 999
607 J 199 FMT 613 1201 FMl 617 1202 FI1T
t23 1203 FI1T 627 120'+ FMT 633 1205 FHT
0 1207 0 1208 0 1209
lOI.!?S lAB El l~oEX ~RO~-TO I FIIGT'i PROPERTIES
lb ,0 • J 23 2, 138 'lOT INNtR23 60 J 24 25 28 IIISTACK
H '194 • LJQP 29 195 460B EXT REFS I>IoT INNER
1'>0 550 • I 82 84 138 NOT INt>lER
155 550 J 83 94 2B It-STACK
166 5C
• I 89 92 138 1I0T INI'lfR172 50 J 90 92 38 INSTACK
265 150 • I 12'1 131 138 'lOT INNER ~Z71 150 J 130 131 3B INSTACK
350 115 I lbO 1'>1 38 INSTACK
30v 120 I 162 163 B INSTACK
371 1209 • I 1~8 169 78 EXT REFS403 • 170 170 108 £:XT REFS417 1208 • 172 173 17B EXT REFS NOT INNER422 • 173 173 10 B EXT REFS44v 1207 • 170 177 17& EXT REFS NOT INNfR443 • 177 177 108 EXT REFS467 910 190 IH 58 INS TAC K
504 920 lIn 194 58 II>ISUCK


























2 , Ac., 4), r, II 14,61, H 4,4 I, W14, /», B14,2)




~, ~1, R, kI ~Sf~ AS ~URKIN~ ARRAYS
C A,8 ANO GM ARE RePLACED WIT~ OISCReTt VEPSION
;:
PI-I • (A.~rl • IlA.OTI •• 21/2 •••
















11 PII,J)-PII,JI + RIII,JI
JO 12 1-1,NX
00 12 J-1,N~
~ 11, J) -0.
llD 12 K-1,NX
12 HI,J)-PI1.J) + AII,KIHIIK,J)
OJ 13 I-l,~X
00 13 J-1,NX























































































































































SYMBOLIC REFERENCE HAjJ IR -l I
EI'\TRY POltiTS
3 DISC
f' VARU81"S SN TYPE R:LnOTIOli
10 A ~tAL APRAY SUBR 140 AKrl REAL ARRAY SUBR
130 3 REAL ARPAY ~U3P 7 oETP REAL SUBR
6 01 ll':AL SUBR 4 H REAL SUBR
30 G~ REAL ARRAY SUBR 160 G"KIi REAL ARRAY SU8R
410 r,~W ilEAL ARRAY sueR 60 H REAL URAY SU8R
Figure 22, -Program listing of subroutine DISC.
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Appendix F
330 -lP ~"At ARRAY ~U~R 264 I INTEGER
20t Il 1NTEGER 5 ITER INTEGE R SUBR
26~ J INTEGER 21> 7 ~ INTfGE R
21(; ~. REA L ARRAY Su~R 2 NN INTEGER ~UBR
1 ~R I'ITEGP SIJ8R 3 NR~ INTEGER SUBR
(' 'H-~ ! "4T ~- r, f R r e.P. Z62 NU INTEGER
0 N~ INTEGeR Sl;QR 230 P RlAl ARRAY SUBR
25(,; ~ 1 ~c At ARRA r SliBR 350 0 REAl ARRAY SUBR
2 7~ q REA L . ARRAY SIIBR 310 RI REAl ARRAY SUBR
4~C sr ~t AL ARKAY Sl'~R 430 SS REAL ARRAY SUBR
27(; 51 PeAL 100 II REAL ARRAY SUBR
37(; •• ~~AL ARPAY SURP
EXTEP~ALS TYP!: AOGS
SooT REAl I LlRRAH
p'LIn Fl;NCTIGNS TYPE AP GS
~LOAT ~EAL 1 I'HRII\
STAHHENT LAR~LS
0 1 ;,; 10 0 11
0 lZ 0 13 0 15
0 11> 0 17 0 18
0 1<; 0 100
LOCJPS LABEL INDEK F~o"-la L':NGTH P~(jPERTIES
It 1 • I 1~ 24 11>8 NOT INNER23 1 J 19 24 5B I"STACK
3~ 100 II 25 40 101d NOT INNlR
3t .0 I U ?~ 11>~ NOT INNER
4~ 10 J 27 '!~ 48 INSTACK
55 11 • I 29 3l 148 NOT INNER
t2 11 J 30 31 38 II\STACK
7i! 17 • I 32 31> 258 'lOT INNER73 12 • J 33 30 218 NOT INNH1J5 12 K 35 31> 48 IhSHCK
12C 13 • T 37 39 148 fiOT INNlR
125 13 J 3P 39 38 I"SUCK
137 15 • I 42 44 IB ~OT INNER143 B J 43 44 3d ThSTACK
15t 11> • I 46 5'J 258 NOT INNER157 16 • J 47 50 2B t.OT INNlOR
HI Ib K 49 50 49 Ii'.STACK
Z04 18 • I 51 53 138 NOT INNER1I0 Ie J 52 53 49 INSTACK
22(; 17 • I 54 58 258 "OT INNER
221 17 • J 55 58 218 NOT INtlER233 17 K 57 58 46 Ii'/STACK
24/) ICl • I 59 1>1 136 hOT I NhER
252 19 J 60 61 38 INSTAC~
CO~~C~ 3L CC K~ L,,'lr,Th
~U8Q 300
~UTT ';Tln
p w: ~:(, KAt'" LE'l('TI1 2736 1~7
C'1 LAeEL~D CL"'~1N Ll"r,TI1 4~4' 300
Figure 22. -Concluded.
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Appendix F























')0 2 J a l,NX
5-0.
OJ 3 Kal,N"i
3 S 0 S + GH1J,n*wll,K)




4 S a S + WII.K)+.IJ.KI
wwlI.J) a 5




IT a IT +
C





14 S 0 S - KF(I.~I+rl(K.JI




18 S • ~ - ~F1I.KI.wlK,JI




20 S • S + GMKW(I,~I.GMKwlJ.KI
'1 I I. J I 0 ~
10 ~11J.r) • S
c
CPo AKrl ~ AKH+ + GHKW GMK ••
CAll CAL
C





34 S 0 S + HI!.K I*PllK,J)




3d S 0 S + HP1I.KI+H1J.KI
RIII.J) 0 S
36 RI1J.Il 0 S
c





0(; 39 I 0 1. i P
D[1 H JoI ... ~
39 RII,Jlo~III,JI
CALL TJINV~ll,J.:iR,NR.PI,NP •• sc,oeTRI
eXPLICIT 3X3 INVcRSt
~tTRoRll.II+IPIZ.21.RI3.31-RI3,21·RI2.311














































































































































































~ I I 3, ZI - IP I 1, I I oR I 1, ZI-k I I, II • RI 3, ZIII oET R




IFI~ .EO. UI Gr· T'l 31
S - ABSIIPlll,JI-SI/SI
IflEI .LT. 51 FI 0 S
31 .II,JI - ~l(I,JI




44 S 0 S.• AII,KloHPIJ,KI




4B S • 5 • SCIKI.PIIK,JI
46 KF I I , J I • S
IFIIT .Le. II CO TO 800
IFlEI .LT. ~EI GO T'l 220
IFl IT .GT. IT"RI GO TO 22')






















































































~Y~eaLlC .HER"'!CE /'lAP CRoll
::NTRY PUINTS
I ~IAK
VARIABLF~ SN TYPo ~EL'lCATION
Ie A R"AL ARRAY 5UBR 140 AKH REAL ARRAY sueR
130 3 REAL ARRAY ~ ueR 7 oHR REAL SueR
6 oT PEAl 5UBR
"
EE REAL SU8R
45? U ~EAL 30 GN REAL ARRAY SU8R
16" G~K" REAL ARRAY sueR 410 G~W REAL ARRAY sueR
6e H REAL A~RAY sueR 330 liP REAL ARRAY sueR
44t I INTEGlR 452 IT INTEGER
ITER INTEGl~ Sl,BR 447 J INTEGER
451 K INTEGfR 210 KF REAL ARRAY sueR
? NN INl(GER SL9R I f'jR INTEGER sueR
3 '1R"I I"lTFG~~ ~U9R 0 NX INTEGfR SU8R
230 p R~AL ARRAY SU~R 250 PI RfAL ARRAY sueR
3~0 'J RFAL ARRAY Sl:BR 270 R REAL ARRAY sueR
310 ill R~Al ARRAY Sl'3R 450 S REAL
450 sr REAl ARRAY SUBR 430 ss REAL ARRAY sueR
lac w PEAL A~RAY ~U~R 370 ww REAl ARRAY SUBR
£XTER'IALS TYP~ ARGS
CAL a
INllr.f FUNC TII)N~ TYPe ARGS






0 L C 2 0 30 't 0 1" 0 12C H 0 16 0 18r' 0 ? ' 0 30 361 31.v0 32 0 34 0 360 3f 0 39 0 420 44 0 46 0 480 lu1 442 220 260 333343 3H 72 BOO
llJllPS lAHl IN~D FRJ~-TO lE~GTH PROPERTIES
3 101
• I '1 11 138 NOT INNtRH 101 J 10 11 28 INSTACK
17 1 • I 13 24 528 NOT INNE~
2C • J 14 Ii 229 NOT INNFR30 3 ~ 1~ 17 48 INSTACK
't; 1
• J 19 2. 23il 101 aT INNER~3 4 K 21 2? 49 INSTACK
7~ to • I 32 4~ 1008 NOT INNERn 12 • J 33 37 24 a NOT INNER11(, I. K 3~ 3" 48 INSTACK
123 to
• J 3< 42 248 'WT INNH135 18 K 40 41 40 INSTACK150 10
• J
43 4~ 238 NOT INHR16U 20 K 45 46 4A INSTACKZOO 36 • I 54 65 ~3 8 NGT INNER201 3Z • J 55 ,9 220 NOT INN~R211 34 ~ ,7 5~ 48 I ~ STAC K
224 36
• J 6J 65 258 NOT INNER2.l6 38 K 62 63 48 I NSTACK
261 39 • I 72 74 138 NOT INNER265 39 J 73 74 38 INSTACK
344 46 • I 93 110 708 NOT 1NI'oE R354 3U J 94 100 10 a OPT
31>6 42
• J
101 105 238 NOT INNER,., 40C .4 K 103 104 48 INSTACK
412 46
• J 106 11:> 208 NOT INNER420 48 K 108 lu9 4B IhSTACK
COMMGN a l OC K$ ltNGTH
SUAR 3110
STATISTICS
Pf(Q('RAM lS"GTH 4~oB 302
CM lA8£lEO CO~MON If''lGTH '~'P 300
Figure 23, -Concluded.
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'01 - AI( F
00 10 !-I,NX
DJ II! J-I,NX





Pi - 0 ~1 0+ + PI




24 ~ - S '+ OI!,KI+PIIK,JI





2~ S - S + SS/!,KI+OIJ,KI
53 - PICl,JI
IFIS3 .EO. ryj GO T~ 30
,3 - AQSIS/S31
IF(tl .IT. 531 ":1 - S3
30 PlCl,JI - PlII,JI + S







42 5 - '> + OIl ,q+O(K, Jl
"I) ~ S ( !, J) • .)
JJ 4~ /"l,riX
0') 44 J-l.NX
44 J(ldl - SSCI.JI
4~ ')3 - ')~ + SSII, II
IFIIT .l;. II Ge TO 8CO
IFC,3 .Gr.' NX) G,) TO 230
IFI~l .IT. E:l liD TC 220


























































































































































140 AKH RUl ARRAY SUBR
7 OHR REAL SUBR
4 E~ REAl SUBR
30 G~ REAL ARRAY SU~R
410 GNW RUl ARRAY SU8R
330 tiP REAl ARRAY SUBR
172 IT INTEGER
70
Figure 24. -Program listing of SUbroutine CAL.
Appendix F
IT<R INTEGER ~UBR 171 J INHGER
115 K INTEGE~ 210 KF REAl ARRAY SUBR
2 N~ INTi:GER su~~ 1 I'lR INTEGER SU8~
f,' 3 N~'M 1NTtGER SUBR 0 NX INTEGE R SUBR
230 p REAL ARRAY SUBR 250 PI REAl ARRAY SUBR
3'0 ' REAL ARRAY sueR 210 R REAL ARRAY SUBR
31(, RI REAL ARRAY ~L~A 114 S REAL
't~(., >L HAL U~AY ~UBR 430 55 REAL ARRAY SUBR
1H $" AE Al 100 w REAl ARRAY SUBR
370: oW REAL ARRAY SLBR
u·ur-.r Fl;NCT I1r-.$ TYPE ARGS
ABS ~<AL I INTA1N
STATE~lH LAb~IS
C 10 0 20 0 24
C 26 0 28 76 30
0 40 0 42 J 4"
0 4 ~, 166 2?J 167 230
17 ~(JO
LOUp< lAB El INDF.~ F"OM-T 0 l::N6TH PAOPfRTIES
3 10 • 1 10 12 138 NOT INNER7 10 J 11 12 3B II;STACK
22 2C 1 20 25 25B NOT INhe R
23 ~u J 21 25 22B NOT INheR
33 24 K 23 7.4 48 INSTACK
50 ~6 • 1 26 36 408 NOT INhER5, 26 • J 21 36 338 NOT II'NE R62 28 K 29 30 4B INSTACK
112 40 • I "0 "5 258 'lOT INhER113 .. 0 • J 'tl It, 228 NOT INNER123 42 K 43 "4 "B INSTACK
140 45 • 1 "6 "9 168 NOT INNER144 44 J 47 48 38 INSTACK
(, COMMON BLOCKS LENGTH
SUBR 300
STAflSTICS
PRLGRAM LEhGTti 2018 12'1
C.M lABtlED CO"HJN l ENG TH 4,4B 300
Figure 24. -Concluded.





IF (Nl.EO.1) GO TO 20






















































SY~B1lIC REFeR~NCE HAP (A-II



































2!J 100 • 1
30 • J


















SL8R~LT IN£ FHIC 73/74 on-I FTN ".6H3Q 78/0Ullo. 08.28.50 "
Sl;eR~lJTlI'oL FHICCL.,V,XI HON09 578
~LMMON/SU8Rttl n ,fl,,,,Cl,C2 HONOQ 57Q
IJIMEI'oS ION Xl 2' HON09 580
C2-Z •• .,·. 110N09 581




10 END IION09 501












































73/74 FTN 4.6+439 78/02/14, 08,28.50
1 ~
SUP~JUTINE I~PTCA,II,JJ,NI











































VAkIAdL€S SN TYPf HLOCATION
0 A ~EAL A~RAY F.P. 70 I
72 In INTEGE~ AR~AY J II
71 J INTEGER 71 JO
t\ J,j INTtSER F • p. 67 L
0 ~ I NTCGc~ F.p. 104 YO
STAH'IENT LABHS
17 1 53 2 FMf
(' 4 INACTlV~ 0 5
l!J~PS lAB EL INO~ X FR::l~-TO tENGT'i PROPERTIES
22 • L 4 4 12d EXT REFS
37 • L b 10 lOB OPT eXl TS
STATISTICS











Figure 27. -Program .listing of subroutine INPT.
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APPENDIX G
SAMPLE RUN OF PCMLE INITIALIZATION SOFTWARE
This appendix consists of a sample run of PCMLE initialization software,
as presented in Figure 28,
1= T c= 3= F '+= F 5= F (,= F 7= F A= F 9= F 10= F
4 3 6 4cO 3 '+ 311
,0313 ,5000 6,0000 1.c500 4.0000 0.0000 0,0000 10.0000
5.0000 .6000 2.0000 • 7000
4.0000 .0020 .0175 1.0000 1.0000
.0100 3.2200 .1uoO 3.2200 .1 000 la.HOOo .2500
5.0000 5.0000 5.0000 !:>.OOOO
-1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1,0000
.0010 .1000 ,0'030 .0100
1.0000 .5000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-.0700 .0532 .0190 0.0000 0,0000
-,0500 .0087 -.02(,8 0.0000 0.0000







FILTER l)AT~ ICH = 1
STATS IN .40000l.01 .26080E-u" .17500E-01 .100OOE·Ol .10000E.01
STATS OUT d95lj9E'01 .i:l7400f.00 .52811E-02 .1143flF-02
A .99t138E.00 .1!)Otl2E-02 .6441':1E-Ol -.5687.8£'00
A .18589E-02 .98448E.00 -.'l(,0o7F.-Ol -,,:><;854£'01
A .57349E-1I6 .00577f-03 .954 74 t" 00 ,12039[,00
A .600!>7t:.-Otl .95634E-0!> 0305271:.-01 .10019E.Ol
AKH .9983tlE'1l0 -.221301:.-01 -.fl9325E.Ol -.12767E·01
AKH .18589E-02 .93998E.·00 -.14170E.02 -.!)1650E'01
AKH ,573491'.-06 ,5734flE-03 ,1759,+E.00 011'1671"00
AIIH .600!>71:.-otl .16701E-04 -.15542[-01 .'19769£·00
CHANNEL MODELS
D ARRAy GRAD o (VliAfl) GRAD 0(C2) GRAO OIC3) GRAD OIC4)
.99838£'UO -.?1054E.-07. O. O. .10623E-09
,15082E-02 ,30709[-02 O. O. ,22323E-06
.04 4 19E-Ol • J 3622£-01 O. O. ,10444E-02
_,56828£.00 ,flO825E.00 O. O• ,44503E-04
.18589E-02 • 743321::-02 0, o. -,57.473£-10
,98'+48E'00 -,2775,+E-04 U. 0, _.13938E-06
_,86007£-01 -.858361:":-01 0, O. -.88999£-03
_.55854E'Ul -.558971:..01 O. 0, -.27807£-04
,57349£-00 ,291:11':1E-05 O. O• ,59353E-06
,60577E-03 • 60618E... 03 U. O. ,94146E-05
,95474E.00 ,18502£-02 O. O. ,298<'lE-Ol





































































FIL.TER DATA ICH = 2
STATS IN .40000E+Ol .26080E-02 .175001:.-01 .10000£::+01 .10000r+Ol
STATS OUT .47H71+01 .!!9407E+00 ,4743S£-02 .11839£-02
A .99917l+00 .38194E-03 , S92? H.-o 1 -.89502£+00
A -.1I1597l-02 .98449E+00 -.430031:.-01 -.27907E+Ol
A -.2!!621E.-Ob .30188E-03 .94811£+00 .60425£-01
A -.299!!7t.-08 .41714£-05 .30427£-01 .10010E+01
AKH .9<,/9171+00 .36462E-Ol .867231:.+01 .6850S£+00
AKH -.18597E-02 .93773£+00 -.92992E+Ol -.26069E+Ol
AKH -.286211:.-01> .28394E-03 .21595E+00 .S9747£-01


































































































































































































































































































FILTER liATA ICH = 3
STATS IN .400001;.+01 .26080£-0" .17500E.-OI .10000E+Ol .10000E+Ol
STATS OUT 03336 rE+O 1 .93778E+00 .64211£-02 .12007E-02
A .999441:.'00 O. .58037E.-Ol -.10060E+Ol
A -.55797£-02 .98450E.00 -.17806E-03 .28149E.-02
A u. O. .96231E+00 O.
A O. O. .3065 7f.-0 1 .10000E+Ol
AKH .99944E.+00 .54521E-Ol -.17043E-Ol -.51563E+00
AKH -.55797E-02 .93290E+00 .98787E-03 -.35488E-Ol
AKH O. .34183E-09 .13628£+00 -.37691E-03
















































































































































GRAD KIVtlR) GRAlJ K(CZ) GRAD KlC31 GRAD K(C4)
• 8484lE.-02 ll. O• -.17092E-07
_.6Cl6 .. eE-02 O. O. .13S19E-08
• 36441E-04 O• O. .10149E-09
-.372JSE"05 O. O. .13869E-09
-.12 tl l>9E+02 O. O. .10643E-Ol
• 1144SE+02 O• O. .26081E-03
• 45135f:-OZ o. o• .19843E+OO
• 4356-.E-OZ O• O. .35116E-02
-.24~01E+Ol O. O. -.11378E-03
-.241dlE+OO O. O. .7S688E-OS
•61689E-03 O' O• -.3929SE-04.




PROGRAM LISTING OF MODEL REFERENCE ALGORITHM
This appendix consists of the program listings of subroutines R FMOD
(Fig, 29)# INTGRAL(Fig, 30), and RMIC (Fig, 31),
SU8ROUTlME RFMOO 731710 OPT-1 FTN ".6+1039 78/0lll5. 07.""'"''
SUBROUTINE RFMOO HOM09 156"
COMNON/NROAT/AI 3, 31,BI 3,ZI,OXI391,XI131,UIZI HON09 1565
1, Tl,TZ,T3,r",T5,T6,T7,T8,T9,T10,Tl1,lHR1,THRZ,THR3 HON09 1566
z, GU,GlZ,GZl,GZZ HOM09 1567
5 COMMON/VAROAT/ UX(50),LXC501 HON09 U68
CONMON/IPIC/OUMC591,KVZCZI,XQCZI,XTHCZI,KOBCZI,KDCCZI HON09 1569
LOGICAL LK HDN09 1570
C HOM09 1571
VZ-UKClll HDN09 1572
10 O-UKC lZ I HON09 1573
TH-UKI131 HON09 157't
UIlI-UK C11 HDM09 1575
UCZ I-UXIZI HON09 1516
OT-UKIl91 HON09 1577
15 CALL FHIO,O,KOI HON09 1518
CALL FHCVZ,VZ,KVZI HDM09 1519
CALL FHCTH,TH,KTHI HON09 1580
CALL FHCUCll,UC11,XDBI HDN09 1581
CALL FHIUIZI,UIZI,XOCI HDN09 158Z





Z5 UXCZ5I-EQ.5,73 HDN09 1588
UK CZ61-ETH.5. 73 HDN09 1589
IFCEQ.GT.1.1 EO-1. HON09 1590
IFCEQ.LT.-l.1 EO--l, HON09 1591
IFCETH.6T.1.1 ETH-1. HDN09 159Z
30 IFIETH.LT.-l.1 ETH--1. HDM09 1593
IFCEVZ.GT.10.1 EVZ-l0. HON09 1594
IFCEVZ.LT.-10.1 EVZ--10. HON09 1595
IFCABSCEVZI.LT.THR11 EVZ-O. HON09 1596
IFCABSCEOI.LT.THRZI EO-D. HON09 1597
35 IFCABSCETHI.LT.THR31 ETH-O. HON09 1598









4' FAC-1.+P11.EVZ.EVZ+PZZ.EQ.EO+z•• P23.EO.ETH+P33.ETH.ETH HON09 1608
FAC l-SQRTCFAC 1 HDNO'I 1609
SI-PZZ.EQ.VZ + PZ3.ETH.VZ HON09 1610
SZ-PZ2.EO.O + PZ3.ETH.O HOM09 1611
S3-PZZ.EO.TH + PZ3.ETH.TH HON09 161Z
'0 S4-PZZ.EO.Ulll + PZ3.ETH.UI11 HON09 1613S5-PZZ.EO.UIZI + PZ3.ETH.UIZI HON09 161't
C HON09 U15
OXCIoI-CG11.P11.EVZ.VZ + G12.S11.TZ HON09 1616
OKC51-CG11.P11.EVZ.O + G12.S21$T3 HON09 1617
"'
55 OKC61-CG11.Pll.EVZ.TH + G12.S31.T4 HON09 1618
OXC11-CGll.P11.eVZ.UC11 + G1Z.S4'.T5 HON09 1619
DKI81-CG11.P11.eVZ.UIZ' + G12.S51.T6 HON09 16Z0
OXC 91- CGZ1.pu.evz.v Z + GZZ.SlI.T1 HON09 1621
,J OKCI01-CGZl.Pll.EVZ.O + G22.S21.T8 HON09 16ZZ
Figure 29. -Program listing of subroutine RFMOD.
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Appendix H
60 DXCIII-CG21.PII·EVZ.TH + G2UUI.T9 HON09 1423
OX C1'2'1 - CG21.Pll.EVUUllI + GU.HI·TlO ItON09 16H
DXCI31-CGZl.Pll.EVZ.UCZI + G2Z.UltTll 1401409 16Z5
,'1C 1401409 16211
DO 100 1-1,3 HOM09 1627
65 SaO. HON09 1628
00 101 "-113 HON09 16Z9
101 S-S + ACI,JI.XI"I 1401409 1630
00 102 "-l,Z 1401409 1631
102 S-S + 8II,JI.UCJI 1401409 1632
70 100 OXIII-S 1401409 1633
CALL INTGRALIOX,X,OT,TIME,13,11 HON09 163"
C OUT PUT GAl NS HON09 16n
00 200 1-1,10 1401409 16311
zoo UX C'tO+l I-X 13+1 I HON09 1637









UK 13Z I-FAC 140140' 16H
S5 RETURN 140140' 16"8
END HONO' 16'"




VARIABLES SN TYPE RELOCAnON
0 A REAL ARRAY MROAT 11 B REAL URAl MRDAT
355 OT REAL
°
DUM REAL ARRAY IPIC
17 OX REAL ARRAY MROAT 357 EO REAL
360 HH REAL 3511 EVI REAL
365 FAC REAL 366 FACI REAL
123 G11 REAL MROAT 1'24 GIZ REAL MRDAT
125 G21 REAL MROAT 126 G22 REAL MROAT
37" 1 INTEGER 376 J INTEGERliZ LX LOGICAL ARRAY VAROAT 361 I'll REAL
362 P22 REAL 363' P23 REAL
36" 1'33 REAL 353 Q REAL
375 S REAL 367 Sl REAL
370 SZ REAL 371 U REAL
372 Sit REAL 373 $5 REAL
35" TH REAL 120 THRi REAL MROAT
121 THR2 REAL MROAT 1'22 THU REAL MROAT
377 TIME REAL 105 T1 REAL MROAT
116 no REAL MROAT 117 T11 REAL MROAT
lU6 TZ REAL MROAT 107 :u REAL MROAT
110 T4 REAL MROAT 111 T5 REAL MROAT
112 T6 REAL MROAT 113 T7 REAL MROAT
114 TS REAL MROAT . 115 T9 REAL MROAT
103 U REAL ARRAY MROAT
°
UX REAL ARRAY VAROAT
35Z VI REAL 66 K REAL ARUY MRDAT
101 K08 REAL ARRAY IPIC 103 KOC REAL ARRAY IPIC
75 KO REAL ARRAY IPIC 71 XTH REAL ARRAY IPIC
73 XVI REAL ARRAY IPIC
EXn~MALS TYPE lAGS
FH 3 INTGRAL
SORT REAL 1 LIBRARY
INLINE FUNCTIONS TYPE ARGS













LOOPS LA8El INDEX FRail-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES
,
Zi6 100 + 1 6" 70 218 NOT INNER
ZZ" 101 J 66 61 'tB INSUCK
235 102 J 68 69 "8 INSUCK






PROGRA" LENGTH "008 256
CIl LABELED COMMON LENGTH "OOB 256
Figure 29. -Concluded.





























00 5 I • 1, NX





10 IFIMINTGP - IlINTGI 20, 60, 90
20 GO TO 130, "01, KINTGP
30 00 35 I • I, NX
TEMP. OT.OX([ I
XIII. XIII - TEMP
35 OXINX+II • oXIII
GO TO 50
"0 00 45 I • 1, NX
TEIlP • 80.0XIII + 81.0xeNX+II
XIII. XCII - TEM'
OXINX2+I1 • OXINX+II
"5 oxeNXoII • oxeII
'0 MINTGP • MINTGP 0 1
TIllE • TIllE - DT
RETURN
C
60 60 TO C87, 70, 801, MINTG
70 00 75 I • I, NX
XIII. XOUI




























































































Figure 30. -:?rogram listing of subroutine INTGRAL.
81
Appendix H
















































b5 81 REAL "RINT
67 Cl REAL HRINT
0 OT REAL F.P.
24' I INTEGER
b2 HINTGP INTEGER HRINT
b3 NXl INTEGER HRINT
0 TIHE REAl F.P.













LOOPS LABel INOU FROI1-TO LENGTH rUPERTI ES
30 5 I 19 20 28 INSUCK
5~ 35 I 27 30 ..8 INSTACK
71 45 I 32 3/0 7B INSUCK
124 75 I ~2 ~/o ~8 INSUCK
IH 85 I ~8 52 "B INSUCK
1/17 150 I 59 /01 ~8 INSUCK
202 250 I /I/o /09 /08 INSUCK




PROGRAN LENGTH 2H8 Ib7
CI1 LA8ELEO COI1NON LENGTH 728 58
Figure 30. -Concluded.
SU8ROUTINE RI1IC 73/7't OPT-l FTN ~./o"'39 18 I 02115. 07.~~.H
SUBROUTINE RI1IC HON09 1/oH
C HON09 1652
CONNONIVAROATI UX1501.LX1501 HON09 1/053
CONNON/NRDAl/AI 3, 31,81 3,21,DXC391,XIUI.UCZI HON09 165't
(, 5 1. T1,T2,T3.T4.T5.T6.T7.T8,T9,T10,T11,THR1,THR2,THR3 HON09 16552, Gll,G12.G21,G22 HON09 165/0
LOGICAl LX HON09 1657
C HON09 1/158
C HON09 1659
..Y 10 00 ZO 1-1.) HON09 1/1/10
00 10 J-l,) HON09 1661
10 AII,JI-O. HONOC) 16/oZ
00 15 J-1,2 HONOC) 16/03
15 BII,JI-O. HONOC) 166..




AI3,21' 1. HON09 1/069
20 BI1,1I-2. HON09 1670
BIZ,21-1. HON09 1671
00 30 1'1,39 HON09 1/172
30 OXlll-O. HON09 1/073
OT-UX 1191 HON09 1614
25 CALL INTGRALIDX,X,Ol,0.,13,OI HON09 1/075
RETURN tiON09 161/1
END HON09 1677
SYI1BOLIC REFERENce I1AP IR-l1
ENTRY POINTS
1 RI1IC
VARIABLES SN TYPE RelOCATION
0 A REAL ARRAY NRDAl 11 8 REAL ARRAY NRDAl .
72 OT REAl 17 OX REAL 4RRAY I1ROAl
123 G11 REAl NROAl IH G12 REAL I1RDAl
lZ5 GZl REAL I1ROAl 126 GZ2 REAL NRDAl
10 I INlEGER 71 J INTEGER
/12 LX LOGICAl ARRAY VAROAl 120 THRI REAL I1ROAl
"
121 THR2 REAL NRDAl 122 THR3 REAL IIRDAl
105 11 REAL IIRDAl 116 flO REAL IIRDAl
117 Tll REAL NRDAl 106 T2 REAL I1RDAl
107 13 REAL IIROAr 110 T't REAl IIRDAl
r:
Figure 31. -Program listing of subroutine RMIC.
83
LOOPS LABEL INDEX























"ROAr 112 TIl REAl "ROAr
MROAT 11'0 T8 REAL "ROAr
"ROAr 103 U REAL URAY "ROAr
ARRAY VAROAT 66 X REAL ARRAY "ROAT ..,
ARGS
6
0 15 0 20
FRO"-TO LENGTH PROPERTIES
10 15 23B NOT INNER
ll1Z 2B INSUCK
131'0 2B INS TACK
22 23 ZB INSTACK
STATISTICS
PROGRAM LENGTH
C" LABELED COMMON LENGTH
73B
2nB
59
187
84
Figure 31. -Coneluded.
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